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MIL-D-81622A(AS)
17 January 1974

;1 ;’ Superseding
MIL-D-81622(AS)

./ 15 February 1969

MILITARY SPECIFICATION
DETECTING-RANGING SET, SONAR AN/AQS-13A

This specification has been approved by the Naval
Air Systems Command, Department of the Navy.

1
t. SCOPE

1.1 = - The equipment covered by this specifi-
cation shall provide a dipped underwater echo ranging system capable of
rapid search of the area around the point of immersion of the transducer,
determine the range and bearing of any objects located, and provide
information to assist in classification of the object. (See 6.1.)

*1.2 Classification - The equipment.covered by this
specification shall consist of the following items:

Iterns

Transducer, Sonar

ilydrophone,Sonar

Projector, Sonar

Converter, Frequency, Electronic

A’nplifier, Intermediate
Frequency

Control, Detecting-Ranging Set

Indicator, Azimuth and Range

Transmitter, Sonar

Recorder

Processor, Frequency

Power SLpply

Reeling Machine, Cable,
Hydraulic

Type Designation

DT-299/AQS-l3

MX-6647/AQS-13

CV-1823/AQS-l3

AM-4203A/AQS-13

C-6413B/AQS-13

IP-780/AQS-13

T-982A/AQS-13

RO-358/AQS-13A

FR-184/AQS-l3A

PP-4197/AQs-l3

RL-237A/AQS-13

Appl. Para..

3.5.1

3.5.1 .4.1

3.5.1 .4.2

3.5.2

3.5.3

3.5.4

3.5.5

3.5.6

3.5.7

3.5:8

3.5.9

3.5.10

.FSC 5845
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q

Cable Assembly and Reel

Housing, Transducer ‘

Housing, Reeling Machine

Circuit Breaker

Indicator, Bearing and Range

Visor, Cathode Ray Tube

Mounting (Amplifier Inter-
mediate Frequency)

Mounting (Control, Detecting-
Ranging Set and Indicator,
Azimuth and Range)

Mounting (Power Supply)

Mounting (Converter, Frequency,
Electronic)

Mounting (Transmitter, Sonar)

Mounting (Processor, Frequency)

Mounting (Recorder)

Type Designation

RC-466A/AQS-l3

cw-loo7/AQs-13A

cw-757A/AQs-13

SA-1263/AQS-13

ID-786/AQS-lO

MX-3275/AQS-10

MT-2201/AQs-lo

MT-2202/AQs-lo

MT-2203/AQS-10

MT-2397/AQS-lO

MT-3335/AQs-13

MT-3972/AQS-13A

MT-4035/AQS-13A

Appl. Para. ●
3.5.11

3.5.12

3.5.13

3.5.14

3.5.1.5

3.5.16

3.5.17

3.5.18

3.5.19

3.5.20

3.5.21

3.5.22

3.5.23

1.3 Associated Equipment - This equipment shal1
operate with the associated equipment 1isted in 6.8.

2. AppliCable DOCUMENTS

*2.1 General - The following documents of the issue
in effect on the date of invitation for bids form a part of this .

specification to the extent specified herein:

SPECIFICATIONS

Military

MIL-C-172 Cases; Bases,
(For use with

Mounting; and Mounts, Vibration
Electrmic Equipment in Aircraft)

MIL-C-915 Cable, Cord and Wirp, Electrical (Shipboard
Use) ●
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● MIL-W-508L3

MIL-E-5400

MIL-T-5422

MIL-I-6181

MIL-C-6781

MIL-P-7788

MIL-M-7793

MIL-E-17555

MIL-T-18303

MIL-N-18307

MIL-E-19400

MIL-D-81622A(AS)

MIL-C-81452

MIL-D-81622A(AS)

Wiring; Aircraft, Installation of

Electronic Equipment, Aircraft, General
Specification for

Testing, Environmental, Aircraft Electronic
Equipment

Interference Control Requirements,
Aircraft Equipment

Control Panel; Aircraft Equipment, Rack or
Console Mounted

Plate, Plastic, Lighting

Meter, Time Totalizing

Electronic and Electrical
Repair Parts, Preparation

Equipment and Associated
for Del ivery of

Test Procedures; Preproduction and Inspection,
for Aircraft Electronic Equipment, Format for

Nomenclatureand Nameplates for Aeronautical
Electronic and Associated Equipment

Electronic Equipment,
Specification for

Classified Addendum

Cable Assembly W-1 of

Airborne Sonar; General

AN/AQS-l3

Nava1 Air Systems Command

AR-5 Microelectronic Devices Used in Avionic Equipment,
Procedures for Selection and Approval of

STANDARDS

MIL-STD-704 Electrical Power,
Utilization of

Aircraft Character stics and

MIL-STD-781 Reliability Tests, Exponential Distribution

MS17321 Meter, Time Totalizing, 28V DC Miniature.Digital

MS17322 Meter, Time Totalizing, 115V, 400 Cycle

●
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3.

for

MIL-D-81622A(AS)

MS25245 Connections, Input Power Airborne Electronic
Equipment; 28 VDC, 115 V Single Phase AC, or
115/200 V 3-Phase AC, or combinations

MS90386 Meter, Time Totalizing, 28 VDC

PUBLICATIONS

Naval Air Systems Comnand

EI-451 Avionics Installation Instructions for Detecting-
Ranging Set, Sonar AN/AQS-13A

ET-451 Bench, Preflight, and Flight Test Instructions
for Detectirig-RangingSet, Sonar AN/AQS-l3A

2.1.1 Availabi1ity of Oocuments

(1) When requesting specifications, standards,
drawings, and publications, refer to both
title and number. Copies of this specifi-
cation and applicable specifications
required by contractors in connections“with
specific procurement functions may be obtained
upon application to the CoimnandingOfficer,
Publications and Forms Center, Code 105, ●
5801 Tabor AvenueY Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19120.

REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Preproduction - This specification makes provisions
preproduction testing.

3.2 Parts and Materials - In the selection of parts
and materials, fulfillment of major design objectives shall be the prime
consideration. In so doing, the following shall govern:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Microelectronic items shal1 conform to
requirements specified herein.

Other parts and materials requirements shal1
conform to Specification MIL-E-5400.

Non-repairable subassemblyies, as outlined in
Specification MIL-E-5400, shall be used when
practicable. The general size of the sub-
assembly, and the amount of circuitry to be
included therein shall be approved by.the
procuring activity. Non-repairable sub-
assemblies must be reliable. (See 6.5.)

4
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(4) When previously produced models of this
equipment did not use non-repairable sub-
assemblies, the design shal1 not be changed
to employ non-repairable assemblies without
the approval of the procuring activity.

3.2.1 Non-standard Parts and Material Approval - Approval
for the use of non-standard parts and materials shall be obtained as outlined
in Specification MIL-E-5400. Microelectronic devices shal1 be approved as
outlined in AR-5.

3.2.2 Microelectronic Modular Assemblies - When used,
Microelectronic Modular Assemblies shall meet the requirements of AR-5.

3.3 Design and Construction - The equipment shall
conform with all the applicable requirements of Specification MIL-E-5400
for design, construction and workmanship, unless otherwise specified’herein.

- The total weight of the equipment,
fnclud~~~3~~e cable of 3.5%!%?% udina interconnecting cables. shall
be a minimum consistent with good design an~ shall not ‘exce~d825 p;unds.

3.3.2 Reliability’

●
3.3.2.1 Operational Stability - The equipment shal1 operate

with optimum performance for 50 hours, continuously or intermittently,with-
out the necessity for readjustment of any controls which are inaccessible
during flight. ,’

I
3.3.2.2 Operating Life - The equipment shall have a total

operating 1ife of 2000 hours with reasonable servicing and replacement of
parts. Parts requiring scheduled replacement shal1 be specified by the
manufacturer.

*3.3.2.3 Reliability in Mean Time 8etween Failure (MT8F) -
The equipment shal1 have a specified MTBF of 150 hours not including the
Recorder, RO-358/AQS-l3A and the Processor, Frequency,~FR-184/AQS-l3A which
shal1 each have a specified MT8F of 400 hours, when tested and accepted as
outlined under the requirements of Section 4.4.3.

3.3.2.4 Time Totalizing Meter -
contain time totalizing meters in accordance with

Unit Type of Meter

CV-1823/AQS-13 MS17322
PM-4203A/AQS-13 MS17322
C-6413B/AQS-l3 MS17322
IP-780/AQS-l3 MS17322
T-982A/AQS-13 MS17322

The following units shall
Specification MIL-M-7793.
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@ Type of Meter

PP-4197/AQS-13 !4S17322’
RL-237A/AQS-13 MS17321
FR-184/AQs-13A k!S17322-6
RO-358/AQS-13A MSl7322-6,& MS90386-2

3.3.3 Cabling and Connections

3.3.3.1 Cabling and Connectors - The equipment shal1
provide for the use of cables and connectors in accordance with
Specification MIL-E-5400.

3.3.3.2 Interconnection Cabling - The equipment shall be
capable .ofsatisfactory operation using external wiring in accordance with
the applicable requirements of Specification MIL-W-5088. The external
wiring shal1 be unshielded, except that a minimum number of the individual
wires may be shielded when demonstrated as necessary tomeet interference
control requirements and system performance requirements. External cables’
and that portion of the connectors attached to the cables shall not be
supplied as part of the equipment.

3.3.4 Contrul Panels - All rack or console mounted”
control panels shall conform to the applicable requirements of Specification
MIL-C-6781 for type II control panels except for the Iight assembly,
illaminating control, circuit grounding, fasteners, receptacles, cover box,
and weight. The configuration of all control panels must be approved by the o
procuring activity prior to preproduction testing.

3.3.5 Interchangeabi1ity - The equipment shall meet the
interchangeability requirements as defined in Specification MIL-E-19400.
This shal1 be further extended to include interchangeability of units of
this equipment with the latest model of any previously produced equipment.
This shal1 include interchangeability down to “replaceable parts” so that
all provisioned parts bought on a previous contract must be useable in units
bought on the present contract, and vice versa. Such interchangeabi1ity
shall be measured against the designated nndel, manufacturing drawings or
other technical information provided for the purpose as set forth in
MIL-E-5400. k.,

.?[-
3.3.6 ‘r!fi~, Interference Control - The generation of radio

interference by the equipment and the VU1nerability of the equipment to.._.,
radio interference shall be controlled within the limits of Specification
MIL-I-6181, except as modified herein:

3.3.6.1 Transmitter, Sonar T-982A/AQS-13 - The broadband
conducted interference may exceed the limits of MIL-1-6181 by 25 dB from
1 MHz to 25 MHz. The broadband radiated interference may exceed the limits
of MIL-I-6181 by 45 dB at 0.15 MHz, the lifiitdecreasing at 13 dB per
decade to a point 11 dB above the limits of MIL-I-6181 at 1000 MHz.

●
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*3.3.6.2 Recorder RO-358/AQS-l3A - The broadband con-
ducted interference measured by the methods of MIL-I-6181 shall not exceed
the limits of straight line curves plotted on semi-log paper between the
fol1owing points: 136 dB above 1 microvolt per MHz at 0.15 MHz; 136 dB
above 1 microvolt per MHz at 0.68 MHz; 104 dB above 1 microvolt per MHz
at 25 MHz. The broadband radiated interference measured by the methods of
MIL-I-6187 shal1 not exceed the limits of straight line curves plotted on
semi-log paper between the following points: 120 dB.above 1 microvolt per
MHz at 0.15 MHz; 76 d8 above 1 microvolt per MHz at 25 MHz; and from 54 dB
above 1 microvolt per MHz at 25 MHz; 70 dB above 1 microvolt per MHz at
120 MHz; 61 dB above 1 microvolt per MHz at 1000 MHz.

3.3.7 Maintenance Provisions and Field Testing -
Provisions for maintenance shall be soecified in Specification MIL-E-5400.
Specific test points and test facilities shall be provided“to the greatest
extent practicablee for ease of field testing and maintenance.

3.3.8 Nomenclature and Nameplates - Nomenclature and
serial number assignment, nameplate approval and equipment identification
shall be in accordance with Specification MIL-N-18307.

3.3.9 Standard Conditions - The following conditions
shall be used to establish normal perfowance characteristics understandard
conditions and for making laboratory bench tests.

,,

Temperature Room Ambient (25°C ~5°C)
Altitude Norma1 Ground.. .
vibration NOM
Humidity Room Ambient up to 90% relative humidity
Input Power Voltage 115 ~l.OV AC and 27.5 ~0.5v DC
Hydraulic Input 5.6 gpm ~0:1 gpm at 2550 psi
Return Line Pressure 25 psi max~mum at 5.6 gpm

.3.3.10 Service Conditions - The equipment shall operate
satisfactorily under any of the environmental service conditions or
reasonable combination of these conditions as specified in Specification
MIL-E-19400 for the helicopter-borne equipment, except as modified herein.

*3.3.10.1 Shock - All units of the”Detecting-Ranging Set,
Sonar AN/AQS-l3A shal1 meet the shock requirements of MIL-E-19400 except
for the Reeling Machine, Cable, Hydrau7jc; Cable Assembly and Reel;
Transducer, Sonar; and Housing, Transducer. The testrset up shall include
a sonar cable, which wil1 be inserted through the wiper assembly of the
transducer housing, and shall have attached the transducer suspended from
the reeling machine in the normal seated position. The shock loads wi11
be applied at the reeling machine mounting points and shall be as follows:
Crash safety shock - To be based upon ultimate strength of the reeling
machine frame and not to be less than 10 g acting down, 10 g acting forward,
and 5 g acting laterally; Operating shock - To be based upon yield strength
of the reeling machine frame and not to be less than 6 g acting down, 6 g
acting forward, and 3 g acting laterally.

7
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*3.3.1O.2 Salt Spray - Al1 units of the Detecting-Ranging
Set, Sonar AN/AQS-l3A shall meet the salt spray requirements of MI L-E-19400 ●
and in addition. the exDosure time shal1 be increased to 200 hours on the
following units; ‘

Unit Nomenclature

Cable Assembly and
Reel RC-466A/AQS-13

Hydrophore, Sonar DT-299/AQS-13
Projector, Sonar MX-6647/AQS-13
Housing, Transducer CM-loo7/AQs-13A

3.3.10.3 Vibration - Al1 units of the Detecting-Ranging -
Set, Sonar AN/AQS-13A shall meet the vibration requirements of Curves 11
and III of Specification MIL-E-5400 except as modified herein. The pre-
dominant frequency of the SH-3D helicopter of 17 Hz shall be substituted
for resonance vibration testing of the Reeling Machine; Cable, Hydraulic;
Cable Assembly and Reel; Transducer, Sonar; and Housing, Transducer at any
resonant frequency occurring below 20 Hz in each of the 3 mutually
perpendicular axes. The test set up for these units shall include.a pulley
system for the purpose of cycling the cable during vibration testing with a
simulated transducer load of approximately 150 pounds applied to the cable.

3.3.10.4 Humidit~ - Al1 units of the Detecting-Ranging Set,
Sonar AN/AQS-13A shal1 meet the humidity requirements of MIL-E-19400 except ●
the Recorder’s chart paper.

3.3.10.5 Explosive Conditions - All units of the Oetecting-
Ranging Set, Sonar AN/AQS-73A shal1 meet the explosive conditions require- i
ments of MI L-E-5400 except for the Recorder. Compliante with the explosive
requirements for the recorder shal1 be limited to operating but non-
writing conditions.

3.3.11 Warm-U Time - The time required for the equipment
~e kept to a minimum and shall notto watm up prior to operations s a

exceed 2 minutes under standard conditions and 3 minutes at extreme service
conditions.

*3.3.12 Primary Input Power Requirements - The equipment
shall meet all applicable requirements of L-STD-704 and shall.give.
specified performance from the following power sources with characteristics “
as defined in MIL-STD-704 having limits as specified therein. The power
required shall not exceed the specified amounts:

(1) AC Power (Single Phase) 115V, 400 Hz,
Category “B’!20 VA (For height-depth and
drift sensing system, from aircraft)

(2) AC Power (Three Phase) 115/200V, 400 Hz,
Category “B” 2000 VA ●

8
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(3)

(4)

(5)

DC Power 28V, Category “8” I&l Amps
(Emergency Use Only)

DC.Power’28V, Category “8” 40 Amps
(Sonar Guillotine)

DC Power 28V, Category “8” 1.5 Amps
(Intermediate Speed)

3.3.12.1 Undervoltage Protection - The equipment shall not
be damaged by voltages below the minimum specified herein and shall auto-
matically resune normal operation when the voltage returns within liinits.

3.3.12.2 Underfrequency Protection - The AN/AQS-13A
equipment shall withstand operat~on at 330 Hertz for 1 minute and resume
normal operation when the power returns within proper limits.

3.3.12,3 Electrical Input Power Utilization - The AN/AQS-13A
~uipment shall utilize 115/200V, 400 Hertz power exclusively, except for
28 V DC. The 28 V DC shall be used for operation of the reeling machine’s
emergency motor, intermediate speed valve, sonar cable guillotine and for
illumination of the Indicator, Bearing and Range and the Reeling Machine,
Cable, Hydraulic.

3.3.12.4 Electrical Input Power Connection - Input con-

●
nections shall be in accordance with MS25245.

3.3.13 Standby Provisions - The equipment shall provide
for a standby position whereby rated voltaqe shall be applied to the fol-
lowing components: vacuum tube filaments,-blowers, OC relay supplies,
reference voltage for the servo systems, pilot’s and sonar operator’s indi-
cation of drift sensing, reeling machine, transmitter, time delay ’circuit,
frequency processor, and recorder. In.addition, the recorder shall have an
independent standby position to allow for chart movement.

3.3.13.1 Separate Systems - The following circuits of the
AN/AQS-13A do not receive their power from the AN/AQS-13A and may be turned
on or off at any time by the pilot. Sonar guillotine, AC drift sensing and
height-depth system for the automatic hover system.

3.3.14 -ic power Requirements - Hydraulic power
requirements for the reeling machine shall be a flow rate of 5.6 +0.1 GPM
at 2550 PSI oressure. Ooeration of the reelino machine will not Fe adverselv
affected at ‘themaximum flow rate of 5.7 GPM aid at a pressure of 3000 PSI. -
The aircraft return line pressure at 5.6 GPM shall not exceed 25 PSI and
at 0.0 GPM it shall not exceed 4 PSI.

3.4 Performance - Unless otherwise specified, values
set forth to establish the~ts for satisfactory performance apply
to ~erformance under both standard andextr~me service conditions.. When

o reduced performance under the extreme condition is acceptable.’tolerances
or values setting.forth acceptable variations
the standard conditions will be specified.

from the perfotiance under
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*3.4.1
shall operate from
submersed ob.iects.

Operation - The Detecting-Ranging Set, Sonar
a hovering helicopter for the purpose of detecting
The sonar transducer shall be lowered from the aircraft

into the wat~r to any depth allowed by the maximum cable length. In the
active made, there shall be three selectable active frequencies to prevent
interference from adjacent sonars. Provision shall be made for trans-
mission and reception of CW communication signals on any of the specified
operating frequencies and single sideband voice communication signals’on a
suppressedcarrier frequency of 8.0875 kHz. In the active mode, provisions
shall be made for listening to the returning echoes from selected targets..
In the passive rode, provisions shall be made for listening to signal
sources from.any bearing, without transmitting. Provisions shall be made
for limiting the area searched in order to facilitate tracking of targets.
A graphic recorder shall be provided for displaying bathythermograph, range
and ASPECT classification information. Moving target detection capability
shall be provided. Position sensing information from the sonar cable and’
transducer shall be provided for the aircraft automatic hovering system.
A complete Built-In Test Equipment (BITE) capability shall be provided for
the purpose of preflight and inflight performance verification of the
AN/AQS-13A sonar system. These performance checks shall be accomplished
without external test equipment. A graphic recorder shall be provided for
displaying bathythermograph, range, ASPECT classification data, and MAD
magnetic anomaly traces.

3.4.2 Transmission Characteristics

3.4.2.1 Detectinq-Ranqing and C.W. Teleqraph~

3.4.2.1.1 Frequency - Each equipment supplied shall be capable
of three selectable operating frequencies. Th,eoperating frequencies shall
be 9.25, 10.00 or 10.75 kHz~25 Hertz.

3.4.2.1.2 - The sound pressure level at high
~ASPECT modes) as measured with thepower (3K yard or longer range sca e an

500 foot cable and at any of the 3 operating frequencies, shall be at least

111 decibels (dB) ref. 1 dyne per cm2 at 1 yard. The sound pressure level
during handkey communicate, TEST, and lK yard range operations shall be at

least 99 dB (ref. 1 dyne per cm2 at 1 yard) at any of the 3 operating
frequencies.

*3.4.2.1.2.1 This wasurement shall be made at the linear
midpoint in time of the 35 millisecond pulse.

●

*3.4.2.1.3 Pulse Width - The transmitted pulse shall be,
either 3.5 or 35 milliseconds :15 percent. The CW conrnunicationpulse width
shall be handkey-controlled. The transmitter shall be capable of Putting
out a train or burst of pulses for the ASPECT mode with a pulse width between
2 and 7 ms.

10
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.3.4.2.1.4 Pulse Rate - In:the active mode, the pulse rate
shall be controlled by the range scale selected. The range scales shall
be lK, 3K. 8K. 12K, and 20Kyards. In the ASPECT mode the ewipment shall
be capable of-transmitting b~rsts up to 20 KYD duration at a“300 yard
separation at full power with no decreasein the power per pulse throughout
the duration of the burst of pulses. Following the burst transmission,
the transmitter shall be off for an equal amount of time. During the
communication function the CM pulses shall be at a rate up to 50 characters
>er minute at a level 10 d8 below full power.

3.4.2.2 Voice Communication—

shal1

voice

3.4.2.2.1 ~ - Upper sideband suppressed carrier
be employed. The carrier shall be 8.0875 kHz :25 Hertz.

3.4.2.2.2 Acoustic Output - The maximum amplitude of the

modulated signal shall be at least 99 dB ref. 1 dyne per cm2 at 1 yard.

3.4.3

3.4.3.1

3.4.3.1.1
receivinu siunals within

Receive Characteristics

Detecting-Ranging and C.W. Telegraphy

Frequencies - The receivers shall be capable of
450 Hertz bandwidths centered about 9.25, 10.0

and 10.7; kH~ ~25 Hz.

3.4.3.1.2 8andwidth”- The’receiver bandwidth shall be at
least 450 Hertz, at the 3 dB points, centered on the operating frequency.
This is for the purpose of ac.conmodatinga 30 knot tar9et doppler.

3.4.3.1.3 Minimum Signal”- See MIL-D-81622A(AS) Addendum 1.

3.4.3.1.3.1 Wide Band Detection Capability (MTI-OFF) - See
MIL-D-81622A(AS) Addendum’l. ;

3.4.3.1.3.2 Narrow Band Detection Capability (kITI-ON)- See
MIL-CI-B1622A(AS)Addendum 1.

3.4.3.2 Voice Conmnication

3.4.3.2.1 Frequenty - The receiver shall be capable of
receiving AN/UQC-l transmissions which consist of an upper sideband
suppressed carrier signal with a carrier,frequency of 8.0875 kHz.

o
11
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3.4.4 Indications

3.4.4.1 Visual - Visual indication of the searched area
shall be made on a CRT. 1-1 present 180 degrees of the total area,
or the entire 360 degree area by alternately displaying the north 180 degree
sector and then the south 180 deqree sector. It shall be oossible to select
any 180 degree sector in eight 43 degree steps. The CRT display shall be
stabilized such that the top of the display is always north regardless of
the rotation of the transducer.

3.4.4.2 Aural - An aural indication shall be made
simultaneously fromeach of thefour 45 degree sectors displayed. Targets
in each of these sectors shall present a different audible tone, one from
another. Provisions shall be made to disable all aural response in three
of the four sectors, thus allowing a single 45 degree sector response with
a single tone. Furthermore, it shall be possible to select this sector as
any one of the eight sectors of the display.

*3.4.4.3 Chart - The recorder shall provide a permanent
recording of bathythermograph plots, target range, and ASPECT classification
data, and MAD magnetic anomaly traces.

*3.4.4.4
provided:

~- The following BITE indications shall be

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Stave and Hydrophore Test - Test meter,
IN-TEST light, and CRT presentation. CRT
traces indicate stave and system performance,
and north markers indicate compass servo
performance.

Bearing and Range Test - Test meter, IN-TEST
light, and CRT presentation. CRT traces
verify system bearing and range accuracy with
sixteen off-axis bearing signals and range
notches at 500 yard intervals.

Minimum Detectable Signal (MDS) - Test meter,
IN-TEST ”light,Recorder, and CRT presenta-
tion. Test meter indicates s’~stemself-
noise with staves shorted.

MOS (SEA) Test - Test meter, IN-TEST light,
Recorder, and CRT presentation. Test meter
indicates sea noise with staves open.

Listen Test -.Test meter, IN-TEST light, and
CRT presentation. Test meter indicates open
loop gain.

AGC Test - Test meter, IN-TEST light, and
CRT presentation. Test meter indicates
closed loop gain.

12
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,

;0
1

I

*3.4.4.5 Additional Indications - The following indi-
cations and outputs shall also be provided:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(6)

(9)

(lo)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

Transducer depth’- to the sonar operator

Water temperature - to the sonar operator

Transmitter true power indication - to the
sonar operator

Transducer seated indication - to the sonar
operator

Range and bearing - to both sonar operator
and pilot:

Aircraft height - to automatic hover system
and to the pilot

Transducer cable angle - to automatic hover
system and to the pilot, copilot and sonar
operator.,

Transducer submerged indication - to the pilot

Pwer supply test meter - for test only

Transmitter module test light for test only

Transmitter overload protection - to sonar
operator

Range rate - to the sonar operator

Performance meter - to the sonar operator

IN-TEST light indicator ~ to the sonar

*3.4.5

3.4.6

*3.4.6.1
Addendum 1.

operator.,

Bearing Accuracy - See MIL-D-81622A(AS) Addendum 1.

Range Accuracy

Cathode Ray Tube Display - See MIL-D-81622A(AS)

3.4.6.2 Recorder Display - See MIL-D-81622A(AS) Addendum 1.

13
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3.4.7 DepthHeight System - This system shall furnish
aircraft height above water to.a maximum of 80 feet to the automatic hover ●
system and pilot, and transducer depth to the sonar operator.

. .

3.4.7.1 Depth Height Accuracy - The depth height system
shall provide electrical outputs proportional to the length of sonar cable
between a datum reference point and water surface. The overall height
system accuracy shall be ~14.5’feet, inclusive of the readout device.
The electrical output from the depth system shall be accurate within 312.5
feet for a static transducer depth condition. During”transducer raise/lower
cycles, the electrical output from the depth system shall track within +10
feet of the readina obtained”for a static degth condition. The graphic-dis-
play of the record~r shall be within 33 percent of full scale of”the
AN/AQS-13A depth input signal.

3.4.8 Water Temperature Sensing Accuracy - The water
temperature sensing system shall be accurate to within ~5°F inclusive of
the readout device.

3.4.9 MTI Range Rate Measurement Accuracy - See
MIL-D-81622A(AS) Addendum ‘1.

*3.4.1O BITE System Accuracy - See MIL-O-81622A(AS)
Addendum 1.

3.5 Detail Requirements

3.5.1 Transducer, Sonar - The Transducer, Sonar is
composed of two components; the Hydrophore, Sonar DT-299/AQS-13, and
Projector, Sonar MX-6647/AQS-13. The transducer shall meet the following
requirements:

*3.5.1.1 Function - The primary function of the transducer
is to radiate pulsed acoustic power, omnidirectionally in the horizontal
plane, into the water and detectreturning echoes by means of a directional,
phase sensitive, receiving array. Auxiliary detectors within the sonar
transducer provide signals to indicate the direction and depth of the
transducer and water temperature. The transducer shall contain analog
decoding circuits to provide remote control of BITE test functions within
the transducer. These BITE functions shall provide a 1) magnetic north
reference, 2) open circuit stave test, 3) short circuit stave test, and
4) bearing accuracy test.

3.5.1.2 Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the
Transducer, Sonar shall be 16.3inches in diameter and 56.8 inches in length.

3.5.1.3 Operating Frequency - The transducer shall meet
all requirements over three 500 Hertz frequen~y bands centered around 9.25,.
10, and 10.75 kHz except in those paragraphs in which a frequency is
specified. It shall also be capable of receiving and transmitting the
required signals for voice communicationspecified elsewhere. ●
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I

o 3.5.1.4 Contenfi”of Unit - The Transducer, Sonar shall
contain the following assembl~es, subassemblies dnd circuits:

(1) Hydrophore, Sonar - DT-299/AQS-13
,.

(2) Projector; Sonar - MX-6647/AQS-13 “

3.5.1.4.1 Hydrophore, Sonar - The?Hydrophore, Sonar shall
meet the following requirements:

3.5.1.4.1.1 Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the
hydrophore shall be 16.3 inches in diameter and 32.0 inches in length.

*3.5.1.4.1.2. Weight - The weightof the hydrophore assembly
shall not exceed 96 pounds.

*3.5.1.4.1.3 Contents of Hydrophore. Sonar - The hydrophore
assembly shall contain a receiving fsydrophonearray, preamplifiers, beam
forming, output amplifiers, temperature sensing element, a BITE compass
control circuit, and a stave switching BITE circxuit.

3.5.1.4.1.4 Receiving ~dFophone Array - The receiving hydro-
phore array shall include 16 vertical staves mounted on the outside of a
cylindrical baffle. The following parameters are specified at a water
depth of 10 feet.

3.5.1.4.1.4.1 Stave Response - The receiving sensitivity for
each stave shall be at least -88 :2 dBV versus one dyne per square
centimeter at each of the three transmitting frequencies. The stave
impedance will’be less than 65 ohms resistive in series with a capacitance
of 3600 picofarads to 5800 picofarads at 10 kHz.

3.5.1.4.1.4.2 Horizontal Beam Patterns - The horizontal sum beam
width at -6 dB points shall be at least 38 degrees and not more than 50
degrees. The horizontal half beam width shall be at least 44 degrees and
not more than 58 degrees.

3.5.1.4.1.4.2.1 Side Lobes - The side lobe amplitude shall not
exceed -20 dB for the horizontal sum beam and -14 dB for the horizontal
half beam,

3.5.1.4.1.4.3
.

3.5.1.4.1.4.3.1
points shall be at least

3.5.1.4.1.4.3.2
shall be -20 dB.

●
3.5.1.4.1.4.3.3

of the vertical shall be

Width - The vertical beam width at the -6 dB
l~rees and,not more than 23 degrees.

Side Lobe - The maximum amplitude of a side lobe

Response - The maximum response within 10 degrees
-30 dB. ~
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3.5.1 .4.1.4.3.4

the vertical shall be -40
10.75”

shall

kHz.

3.5.1.4.1.4.4

3.5.1.4.1.4.4.1
not be less than

3.5.1.4.1.4.4.2
pattern shall be not les

17

3.5.1.4.1.4.4.3
pattern shall be not less

3.5.1.4.1.4.4.4

3.5.1.4.1.4.5
for a water depth of 450

each

beam
than

3.5.1.4.1.4.5.1

stave shall be -91

3.5.1.4.1.4.5.2

Vertical Rejection - The maximum response at
dB at 10.00 kHz and -35 dB at 9.25 kHz and

Oirectivity Index

Sum Beam - The directivity index of the sum beam
dB.

Half Pattern - The directivity index of the half
~

Stave Pattern - The directivity index of the stave
than 10 dB.

Stiffness Ratio - See MIL-O-81622A(AS) Addendum 1.

The following hydrophore parameters are specified
Feet.

Staves Response - The receiving sensitivity for

2 dBV VS’1 dyne/crn2.

Horizontal Beam Patterns - The horizontal sum
width at the -6 dB points shall be at least 38 degrees and not more
50 degrees. The horizontal half beamwidth shall be at least 44

degrees and not more than 58 degrees.

3.5.1.4.1.4.5.2.1
exceed 14 dB.

3.5.1.4.1.4.5.3

3.5.1.4.1.4.5.3.1
points shall be at least

3.5.1.4.1.4.5.3.2
lobe shall be -14 dB.

3.5.1.4.1.4.5.3.3

Side Lobes - Side lobe amplitude shall not

Vertical Pattern

Width - The vertical pattern width at the -6 dB
18 degrees and not more than 23 degrees.

Side Lobe - The maximum amplitude of the side

Response - The maximum response within 10 degrees
of the vertical shall be no more than -30 dB.

3.5.1.4.1.4.5.3.4 Vertical Rejection - The maximum response at the
vertical shall be no more than -35 dB at 10.00 kklzand -30 dB at 9.25 kHz
and 10.75 kHz.

3.5.1.4.1.4.5.4 Oirectivity Index -

.

3.5.1.4.1.4.5.4.1 Sum Beam - The directivity index of the sum beam
shall not be less than 16 dB.
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‘o

1:

0

3.5.1.4.1.4.5.4.2
pattern shall be not less

3.5.1.4.1.4.5.4.3
pattern shall be not less

3.5.1.4.1.4.5.5

3.5.1.4.1.5

Half Pattern - The directivity index of the half
than 15 dB.

Stave Pattern -
than 9 dB.

Stiffness Ratio

The directivity index of the stave

- See MIL-D-81622A(AS) Addendum 1.

Preamplifier Assembly

*3.5.1.4.1.5.1 Contents - The preamplifier assembly shall form
an integral part of the transducer and shall consist of 16 gain controlled
preamplifiers, 16 beamforming networks, 16 output amplifiers, a time varied
gain control circuit, and a BITE switching logic circuit.

3.5.1.4.1.5.1.1
w

- There shall be one preamplifier
for each stave. It shall have t e ollowing characteristics:

3.5.1.4.1.5.1.1.1 Sensitivity -’The preamplifier equivalent input
noise shall be less than -124 dBU across an input terminating impedance of
a 3900 pf capacitor.in series with a 65 ohm resistor. This noise level
shall apply in the equivalent of a 4700Hertz rectangular bandwidth centered
at 10,000 Hertz.

3.5.1.4.1.5.1.1.2 Voltage Gain shall be 75~0.2 dB at 10 kHz.

3.5.1.4.1.5.1.1.3 The Dnamic Ran e shall be a minimum”of 50 dB
“ -tenuation).at a maximum preamplifier gain

3.5.1.4.1.5.1.1.4 The Bandwidth shall be approximately 3 kHz.

3.5.1.4.1.5.1.1.5 Gain Control - The preamplifiers shall include a
gain control circuit capable of attenuating the preamplifier gain by at
least 50 dB. Control of attenuation shall be effected by a control voltage
furnished by the TVG circuit in the Control, Detecting-Ranging Set.

*3.5.1.4.1.5.1.1.6 Shunting and Shorting Circuits - The preamplifier
shall include a shunting a=a shorting network for BITE operation..

3.5.1.4.1.5.1.2 Beamforming Networks shall be employed to form
16 half beams. Beamforming network loss for any half beam shall not exceed
-20 dB.

3.5.1.4.1.5.1.3 Output Amplifiers shall have a gain of 30 dB
exclusive of the beamforming losses. It shall be capable of driving the
converter-mixer utilizing 500 feet of cable and associated wiring.

3.5.1.4.1.5.1.4 TVG Networks - The time varied gain shaping circuit
shall produce a gain versus time characteristicwhich will produce essentially
a constant output to an echo from a constant target strength, target at any
range between approximately 100 yards to 1500 yards. In the voice com-
munication mode these circuits are employed to provide additional receiver
gain control by adjustment of the listen gain control.
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3.5.1.4.1.5.1.5 BITE Switching Logic - The input shall consist
of an ac signal superimposed on dc,control voltages. The BITE switching
logic output shall provide: (1) Signals for testing open or shorted ●
staves; (2) control signal for compass north slewing; and (3) inject pre-
amplifier signal for checking phase and minimum detectable signal of
the system.

*3,5.1.4.1.5.1.6 Test Points - The TVG assembly shall contain
the following test points.

Reference
Designation

Q3033

TVG In

TVG Out

Top
TVG

Top
TVG

Top
TVG

TVG +30 Top
TVG

3.5.1.4:1.6

Location Function

mounting plate Collector of Q3033
assembly

mounting plate TVG driver input
assembly

mounting plate TVG driver output
assembly to preamps

mounting plate 30V input for TVG
assembly

Temperature Sensing Element - A temperature
probe in the top of the hydrophore assembly shall provide information used ●
to indicate the temperature of the water surrounding the Transducer, Sonar.
It shall operate in conjunction with the circuits in the Control, Detecting-
Ranging Set to indicate-temperature from +25°F to +95°F. The thermal time-
constant of the sensor shall be no greater than 200 milliseconds for 63
percent of a temperature change in water flowing at a 3 feet per second rate.
The temperature sensor shall be capable of an accuracy of ~0.6 degree F
through the temperature range of 32 degrees F through 100 degrees F.

3,5.1.4.2 Projector, Sonar - The Projector, Sonar shall
meet the following requirements.

3.5.1.4.2.1 Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the
projector shall be 7.82 inches in diameter and 26.1 inches in length. ,

*3.5,1.4.2.2 M- The weight of the Projectorshall not ,
exceed 50.8 pounds.

3.5.1.4.2.3 Projector - Transmitting projector with matching
transformer.

3.5.1.4.2.3.1 Elements - Transmitting elements shall be barium
titanate cylinders.

16
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Azimuth Pattern - The azimuth pattern snail De
~1.5 dB.

3.5.1.4.2.3.3

3.5.1.4.2.3.3.1

Vertical Pattern

The width of the main lobe at the -6 dB points
shall be 18 to 25 degrees.

3.5.1.4.2.3.3.2 The side lobe amplitude shall not exceed -9 dB.

3.5.1.4.2.3.3.3. The directivity index shall be not less than
7.5 d~.

3.5.1.4.2.3.4 Efficiency - The efficiency shall be not less
than 35 percent including losses in matching transformer for each of the., .. .
tnree operating trequencles.

I

I,:

3.5.1.4.2.3.5
w“

- The transmitting projector and
matching transformer shall e capa e of accepting an electrical input
of 10 kilowatts.

3.5.1.4.2.3.6 Impedance - The.transmitting projector and
matching transformer shall present a primary impedance of 25, -5, +4 ohms
and a phase angle not exceeding 320 degrees at 10 kHz.

*3.5.1.4.2.4 Fluxgate Compass - A fluxgate magnetic compass
shall be mounted in the transducer assembly to provide a bearing signal
output from the transducer assembly with a deviation error no greater
than ~1 degree when the transducer assembly is vertical. It shall be
capable of driving a servo system to position remote equipment to an
accuracy of :1 degree. In addition, a north slewing signal shall be pro-
vided to cause the fluxgate compass to slave to the north position to
eliminate variations in the sweep bearing axis due to transducer rotation.
The north signal shall not be present in BITE test position MOS (SEA).

3.5.1.4.2.5 Oepth Sensing Element

3.5.1.4.2.5.1 A pressure sensitive element to indicate sea
water depth of the Transducer, Sonar shall be provided. In combination
with the cable out measuring device specified elsewhere, this element
shall present height information for the helicopter autopilot, as well as
depth to the sonar operator and a recorder. The depth element shall be
shock isolated from the projector to insure proper operation during
transmit. The depth sensing element shall have the following characteristics:

3.5.1.4.2.5.1.1 The range of the element shall be O to 500 feet
of sea water.

3.5.1.4.2.5.1.2 The accuracy of the element shall be 24 feet of
sea water including all errors.
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3.5.1 .4.2,5.1.3 The element shall be sensitive to a change of
depth of 6 inches.

●
3.5.1.4.2.5.1.4 Any short circuit of the pressure element or

au opening in the circuit shall be positively indicated to the pilot.
In no case of failure or leakage of sea water into the element or leads
shall an indication of increased height be displayed on the pilot’s
indicator.

3.5.1.5 Controls - No operating controls shall be located
on or within the Transducer, Sonar.

3.5.1.6 Electrical Connections - The connection to
external circuits shall be:

Reference
Designation Receptacle Type Function

J7001 Special screw type, load To connect to sonar
supporting connector cable
with a 28-21P insert and
including “O” ring seal

3.5.1.7 Mountinq - Attachment of
top end of the Transducer, Sonar shal1 be by means
nector utilizing an “O” ring seal.

the Cable, Sonar to the
of a watertight con-

0

3.5.1.8 Con~g~ration - The envelope of the Transducer,
Sonar shall consist of two cy 1n ers of different sizes connected end to end.

3.5.1.9 Separation of Transducer Projector and Hydrophore -
The Projector, Sonar and Hydrophore, Sonar shal1 be separate assemblles
connected together by a waterproof electrical and mechanical connection.
Each half shall be itself a watertight assembly. The transducer halves
normally will be joined prior to installation in the aircraft. An index
pin between the two halves shal1 insure correct orientation of fluxgate
compass in projector assembly with the receiving array.

3.5.1.10 Impact Resistance

3.5.1.10.1 Water Entry - The transducer shall be capable of
withstanding a water entry shock of 3 g both laterally and vertically.

3.5.1.10.2 Crash Loading - The transducer when stowed within
the aircraft and suspended by its cable shall be capable of operating fol-
lowing shock loads of 6 g directed forward and downward and 3 g laterally.
During crash conditions the transducer must ‘withstand10 g forward and
downward and 5 g laterally without breaking away. The equipment may be
non-operative thereafter. These loads are applied with the transducer in
its stowed position and will apply at the point of attachment of the reeling
machine to the airframe., ●
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3.5.1.11 Hydrostaticc Pressure - The transducer shall not

o

,leakwhen subjected to a hydrostatic pressure of 230 psi. All seals
providing watertight integrity shall .be not readily subject to damage by
normal servicing conditions in the field and shall be replaceable by
service personnel without special tools or equipment. The acoustic per-
formance parameters in 3.5.1.4.1.4.1 through 3.5.1.4.1.4.4.4 shall be
maintained as minimums throughout the range of depths down to 150 feet.
The parameters in 3.5.1.4.1.4.5 through 3.5.1.4.1.4.5.5 shall be main-
~ined as minimums throughout the range of depths from 150 to 500 feet.

3.5.1.12 Exterior Finish - The outer surface of the
transducer shall be .fimished’in a dark color and al1 parts exposed to
sea water shall be suitable protected to prevent corrosion. Such pro-
tection shall be adequate for not less than 2000 hours of service.

3.5.1.13 Serviceability - It shall be possible to replace
individual staves, transmitting projector, electronic components, and
necessary devices in the field without excessive disassembly and without
special tools whenever possible.

3.5.1.14 Interchangeabi1ity - The hydrophore staves,
circuit boards in the preamplifier asse,mbly,temperature sensing element,
depth sensing element, and projector assembly shall be interchangeable
without recalibration.

3.5.2

●
Converter, Frequency, Electronic CV-1823/AQS-l3-

The Converter, Frequency, Electronic unit shall meet the following
requ?rements.

3.5.2.1 Function - The frequency converter sha11 provide
the general function of converting signal outputs of the Transducer, Sonar
to the frequency and amplitude required for input to the Amplifier,
Intermediate Frequency. The unit shall provide for remote switch selected
operation at three input frequencies, beam selecting relays, and output IF
filtering. These functions shall be provided in four sector outputs, each
sector o~tput consisting of a left and a right channel.

3.5.2.2 Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the
frequency converter shall be 7.9 inches in height, 15.9 inches in width
and ’21.0inches in depth.

!“

I
3.5.2.3 Weight - The weight of

shall not exceed 20.0 pounds.--

,!

the frequency converter

frequency converter sha3.5.2.4 Contents of Unit - The
contain the following assemblies, subassemblies.

(1) Relay Board A~sembly

(2) Oscillater Assembly

●
(3) Input Filters and Mixer Assembly

(4) I.F. Filters and Output Amplifier Assembl

1

.
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3.5.2.4.1
JW-;::: ;:::;:;:: ;!::;:scontrolled by the display sta I lzatlon an

in the Control, Detecting-Ranging Set, shal1 provide the proper connection
of Transducer, Sonar beam outputs to the Converter, Frequency, Electronic.
This switching shal1 provide proper receiver input to coincide with the
display orientation. Attenuators shall be provided for voice communication
and a relay shall be included to provide single or multiple sector voice
reception.

3.5.2.4.2 Oscillator Assembly - Crystal controlled local
oscillator circuitry shall be provided to supply the mixer circuits with
90.75 kHz, 90.00 kHz, and 89.25 kHz. Frequency shal1 be relay selected
by switching in the Control, Detecting-Ranging Set. Frequency tolerances
shall be +25 Hertz. Output voltage and impedance shal1 be as required to
properly ~rive eight mixers.

3.5.2.4.3 Input Filters and Mixer Assembly - The frequency
converter shal1 contain eight mixer channels. These circuits shal1 pro-
vide input filters at 10 kHz, :1 kHz bandpass at the minus 1 dB points
and :1.5 kHz bandpass at the minus 3 d8 points. The mixer circuits shall
provide adequate cancellation of input and local oscillator frequencies.
Output circuits of the mixer shall provide necessary driving impedance
for the I.F. filters.

3.5.2.4.4 I.F. Filters and Output Amplifier Assembly -
I.F. filters shal1 be included in the frequency converter output circuitsj
There shall be eight filters, one pair for each sector output. These filters,
as applied in the system shal1 provide a receiver bandpass of at least 450
Hertz, to the,minus 3 dB points, at a center frequency of 100 kHz +10 Hz.
Filter response shal1 be at least -50 dB at 99,250 ~25 Hz and 100,~50 +25 Hz”
points. Filters used in each sector output (left and right channel pa~r)
shal1 phase track within 2 degrees over the bandpass of +225 Hertz about
the center frequency. Output amplifiers in the frequency converter unit
shal1 provide the required 1.F. filter termination impedance and provide a
single ended low impedance output.

3,5.2.5 Controls - The frequency converter shal1 contain
the following co,ntrols: (~ balance adjust~nts (8 circuits) - R1703,
R1708, R1714, R1719, R1725, R1730, R1736, R1741; (2) Phase adjustment
(4 sectors) - R170?,@~13, R1724, R1735.

3.5.2.6 Electrical Connections - Connections to external
circuits shall be provided as follows:

Reference
Designation

Receptacle
Type

JIBO1 MS3102E-18-1P

J1802 MS3102E-28-15P
An integral part
contour cable

22
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●
Reference Receptacle
Designation Type ._ Function

J1803 MS3102E-2O-29P ~ Control Input

J1B04 t4S3102E-28-21P Output Signals

3.5.2.7 Relative Channel Gain and Phase Tracking -
See MIL-D-81622A(AS) Classified Supplement.

,, 3.5.3 Amplifier, Intermediate Frequency,

~
AM-4203A A S-13 - The Ampl~fier,~ shall meet
t e followlng requirements:

3.5.3.1 Function - The Amplifier, Intermediate Frequency
wi~l receive eight signal V(4 sector pairs) from the Converter,
Frequency, Electronic and compass information from the Transducer, Sonar.
It will in turn supply the Control? Detecting-Ranging Set with required
deflection, video, compass and audio signals. It will provide the trans-
ducer the required compass excitation. The Amplifier, Intermediate
Frequency unit shall provide the receiver functions of intermediate fre-
quency amplification, automatic gain control (AGC), phase comparison,
ranae modulation. audio mixina. videa amolification and detection. and 22.5
deg~ees limitingl Four recei~;r sector ~hannels providing these ~unctions
shall.be included. Recorder signal input and recorder pulse shaping circuit
shall be provided.

‘3.5.3.2 Form Factar - The maximum dimensions of the I.F.
‘ Amplifier shall be 12.7 inches in height, 15.9 inches in width and 28.9

inches in depth, exclusive of the Wunting Base, MT-2201/AQS-10.

3.5.3.3 Weight - The weight of the I.F. Amplifier shall
not exceed 46.9 pounds.

3.5.3.4 Contents of Unit - The I.F. Amplifier shall can-
tain the following assemblies and subassemblies.

(1)

(2)
-.

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

1.F. Amplifier Assembly a~d~~$ Assembly

Phase Comparator Assemblye~fi”and B)

Video Control Assembly

Audio Oscillater Assembly
Mixer Assembly

Compass’Follower System

Compass’Frequency Divider

Recorder Take-Off Assembly

23

and Audio

Assembly
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3.5.3.4.1 I.F. i%nplifierAssembly and AGC Assembly - The
intermediate freauencv amDl1f1er c1rcultrv In the 1.F. Anmllfler Unit
shal1 provide a.nomin~l zero AGC gain of ~4 dB. Automati~ gain circuits
shall provide control of the I.F. Pmplifier circuits. A minimum flatness
factor of 20 to a continuous wave signal input of from -60 dB to O dB ref.
1 volt shall be provided. The I.F. AGC circuits shall handle a minimum
dynamic range of input pulse signal (35 ms pulse) of 10 dB above a CW
input of O dBV at one end of the AGC control range and 30 dB at -60 dBV
CM input at the other. Output 1.F. Amplifier amplitudes of each sector
channel pair shall be within ~1.5 dB. Relative overall I.F. Amplifier
phase shift, between channels of any one sector pair shall be 11 degree
over the above amplitude conditions and over the 100 kHz +250 Hertz
bandpass. A manual 1.F. gain control (MGC) function will~e provided for
use in the Listen mode of system operation. This MGC function shall disable
and replace the AGC control used during al1 other modes of operation. The
MGC control range shal1 be 60 dB minimum. The effective AGC time constant
to an increase or decrease in level shall be nominally 200 milliseconds.
An AGC hold circuit shall be incorporated to restore I.F. Amplifier gain
to the required dynamic operating level after completion of the transmit
period. Each of the I.F. channels shall provide one left and one right
signal for input to the phase comparator circuits, a summed output (left
and right) for input to the audio mixer circuit?y and a surmnedoutput for
input to the video contrml circuits.

3.5.3.4.2 Phase Comparator Assembly (A and B) - Phase com-
parison circuits shal1 be incorporated in each sector receiver of the 1.F.
Amplifier unit. These phase comparator circuits shall provide the function
of limiting, phase comparison, range modulation and stiffness ratio con-
version. In addition, a phase difference signal will be supplied for use
in the video control circuit. The 7imiter circuits of the phase comparator
shal1 supply the phase comparator circuits with acceptable input levels over
the input range of -40 dB to O dB input ref. 1 volt. Range modulation
circuitry shal1 be provided by each of the four phase comparator channels
to form the 45 degree sector segments of the display. Modulator output shal1
be proportional to sweep voltage input 35 percent of the maximum value.
Sector width shal1 be controlled by range modulation circuits to provide the
electrical to mechanical bearing stiffness ratio dictated by the transducer
specifications. The phase comparison circuitry provides a balanced DC out-
put of the required impedance proportional in anplitude and polarity to
electrical phase.,shift between the left and right channel inputs +5 percent
of full sector deflection when measured at maximum range modulati~n.

3.5.3.4.3 Video Control Assembly - Video output from the
I.F. Amplifier-AGC circuits shall be amplifled and detected in the video
control circuits. A video output of +2.5 vdc, corresponding to an I.F.
output of 30 mv rms shall be provided. The video circuit shal1 be capable
of supplying outputs over the range of O to 30 vdc. The detector time
constant shal1 not exceed 0.2 mi1lisecond. The video control contains the
MTI gate. The MTI gate shal1 be located directly after the video detector.
It shall pass the video signal when a logic level less than +0.6 vdc is
present at its control point, and shall inhibit the video signal when a
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level greater than +7.0 VCICis present at its contrwl point. The ON to

●
OFF ratio of the MTI gate circuit shal1 exceed 40 dB. The 22.5 degree
blanking threshold shall be contained in the video control circuit. This
circuit shall provide a logic level greater than +7.4 vdc at its output
when the AC difference signal from the phase comparator exceeds an
amplitude proportional to 25.0 12.5 degrees mechanical bearing.’ For
bearing less than this value, the logic level shall be less than +0.6 vdc.
An interlock circuit shal1 be contained in the video control that allows
the 22.5 degree blanking circuit output to control the NTI gate, when the
interlock input is.an open circuit. When the interlock input is greater
than +15 vdc, the MTI gate shal1 be controlled only by the voltage at the
MTI gate control point.

3.5.3.4.4 Audio Osci1later Assembly and Audio Mixer
Assembly - Four audio beat frequency os’cillators shal1 be 1ncorporated
to provide beat frequency oscillater inputs to the four audio mixer
circuits. Osci1later frequencies shall be crystal controlled at 99.350
kHz, 99.000 kHz, 98.600 kHz, and 98.250 kHz for sectors 1, 2, 3, and 4,
respectively. Frequency tolerance shall be +25 Hz. Sector 1, 3, and 4
oscillator outputs shal1 be applied to their–respective mixers in the ALL
mode only. This ONE-ALL switching function shall be controlled remotely
from the Control,‘Detecting-RangingSet. No warm-up time shal1 be required
for the oscillators during this ONE-ALL switching operation. Four audio
mixer circuits shal1 be employed to convert the 100 kHz 1.F. audio signal
to the required four audio tones. Outputs of all audio mixer boards shall
be sumned in the proper impedance network for application to the audio

●
gain control in the Control, Detecting-Ranging Set.

3.5.3.4.5 Compass Follower System - A servo receiver,
frequency divider and amplifier shal1 be provided to operate from the Sonar
Transducer’s fluxgate compass. This servo loop shall position an indicator
to visually read the Sonar Transducer’s heading. This system shall also
position a synchro-transmitter to drive the serva system of the Control,
Detecting-Ranging Set’s bearing servo package. These systems shal1 be
capable of following transducer turn rates up to 15 degrees per second with
a 1ag of no greater than 1 degree. Overshoot shall not exceed 3 degrees.

3.5.3.4.6 Compass Frequency Divider Assembly - The compass
~ frequency divider shal1 utilize the 800 Hertz c~pass output component,

I
be mixed with the 400 Hertz excitation’and present a 400 Hertz output
component to the compass follower system.

3.5.3.4.7 Recorder Take-Off Assembly - The Amplifier,
Intermediate Freouencv shall orovide an outDut for the Recorder. The out-
put circuitry sh~l1 (e a full’wave envelope’type detector with an RC filter
capable of smoothing the modulated envelope-of short pulses (2-3 ms) so
that ASPECT type highlights can be effectively passed to the recorder.
The detector circuit shall receive a sum signal from sector two of the
Amplifier, Intermediate Frequency. The time constant of the RC filter in
the detector shall be variable with a switching circuit to permit selection
of proper filter constants for reception of 3.5 and 35 ms pulses. A circuit

●
for proper matching of the recorder detector ciiircuit to the recorder input
shal1 be incorporated at the output of the detector circuit.
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3.5.3.5 Controls -
followinq internal control~ed
modules.-

Reference
Symbol

(1) R1928

(2) L1901

(3) R2328

(4) R2326

(5) R2331

(6) R2047

(7) R2098

(8) L4501

(9) R4524

(10) R4531

(11) R4543

(12) R4545

(13) R4552

(14) L4601

(15) R4617

(16) R4639

The”I.F. Amplifier shall contain the
on the top plate of their respective ●

Function

I.F. Amplifier Gain (8 channels)

I.F. Amplifier Phase Adjust (8 channels)

Video Output, I.F. sum (4 channels)

Audio Output, I.F. sum (4 channels)

AGC 1evel (4 channels)

Servo Amplifier Phase Adjust

AC 8alante (Frequency Divider)

Tuning Coil (4 channels)

22.5° Limiter (4 channels’

Sector Width (4 channels)

Phase Balance (4 channels

AC Balante (4 channels)

DC Balance (4 channels)

Tuning Coil (4 channels)

AC Balance (4 channels)

DC Balance (4 channels)

3.5.3.6 Electrical Connections - Connections to external
circuits shal1 be provided as follows:

Reference Rec:pt~cle
Designation YP Function

J2001 MS3102R-22-14P Power Input

J2002 NS3102E-28-15P Output to Control Unit

J2003 MS3102R-18-1P Power Output
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●
Designation Type Function

J2004 MS3102R-28-21P Converter Input

J2005 MS3102R-2O-27P~ Transducer Input

J2006 t4S3112E-16-26P, output to MTI

3.5.3.7 Test Jacks - Tie following test jacks shall be
located on the top plate of their respectivemodules:

Reference
symbol

J1903

J1901

J2301

J2302

J2303

‘o
J2304

J24QI

J2402

J2403

J2404

I J2553

J2554
I

. J2555

J4501

J4502

J4503

J4504

J4505

J4506

Function

I.F. Amplifier Input (8 channels)

I.F. Amplifier~Output (8 channels)

I.F. Amplifi&r’- AGC Output (4 left channels)

I.F. Amplifier - ‘AGCOutput (4 right channels)

I.F. Audio Output (4 channels)

1.F. Video Output (4 channels)

AGC Input (4 channels)

AGC Detector I,nput(4 channels)

AGC Detector Output (4 channels)

AM Output (4 channels]

Video Output (4 channels)

DC Video Outp~t (4 channels)

22.5 Degree 81anking (4 channels)

Input Signal (4 channels)

Clipper Tuning (4 chanmels)

Clipper Check:(4 ctlanmels)

Filter Output ‘(4 channels)

DC Out (4 channels)

22.5 81anking’”Null (4 channels)
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Reference
Symbol Function

J4601 Input Signal (4 channels)

J4602 Clipper Input (4 channels)

J4603 Clipper Check (4 channels)

J4604 AC Balance (4 channels)

J4605 AC Balance (4 channels)

J4606 DC Out (4channels)

J4607 DC Balante.Sweep Reference Injection
(4 channels)

3.5.4 Control, Detecting-Ranging Set C-6413B/AQS-13 -
The Control, Detecting-Ranging Set shall meet the applicable requirements
of Specification MIL-C-6781 (per 3.2.5) for type .11 control panel, and
MIL-P-7788 for plastic plate 1ighting.

*3.5.4.1 Function - The control unit, in addition to housing
programming, control and i~ circuits, shall provide the sonar oper-
ator with a control panel to control the various functions and modes of
operation of the AN/AQS-l3A system and shal1 also provide the following
indications: o

!
(1)

(2)

(3)

I (4)

Transmitter True Power output

Depth of transducer

Water temperature at transducer depth

DOME SEATED.1ight to indicate when
transducer is stowed.

3.5.4.2 Form Factor”- Maximum dimensions of the control
unit shall be 20.5 inches in height, 9.2 inches in width and 32.3 inches >
in depth, exclusive of the mounting base. It shall be mounted on a damped
vibration isolator Mounting Base MT-2202/AQS-10, which also mounts the
Indicater, Azimuth and Range IP-780/AQS-l3.

3.5.4.3 Weight - The weight of the control unit shal1 not
exceed 52.7 pounds. The weight ratio between the Control, Detecting-
Ranging Set and the Indicator, Azimuth and Range shall not exceed 1.2:1.

3.5.4.4 Contents of Unit - The control unit shal1 contain
the following assemblies, subassemblyies:

(1) Timing and Timing Expand Assemblies
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Sweep

Relv

MIL-D-81622A(AS)

Generator Assembly

Arching Circuit Assembly

Bearing Servo System

Power Indicater and Sweep Inverter i%.sembly

Video Filters and Switching Assembly

Range Handwheel Assembly

Audio Amplifier, Water Entry, and Fail
Safe Circuits Assembly

Depth-tleight System

Dome Controls and Dome Seated Indicator

Temperature Circuit Assembly

Voice Conununication Circuit Assembly

Cable Angle Lockout Circuit and Intermediate
Speed Control Assembly

3.5.4.4.1 Timing and Timing Expand Assemblies - The timing
circuits shall program the necessary sequence of events to provide: auto-
matic echo-ranging, handkey transmission (telegraphic signaling) with
automatic return to receiving condition when handkey is raised, and a re-
current sweep. It shall provide proper switching for BT, ASPECT, and
RANGING operations as selected by the Recorder.

3.5.4.4.1.1 Transmission Interlock - Adequate interlocking
shall be provided to prevent transmlsslon until al1 required switching to
a transmitting condition has been completed.

3.5.4.4.1.2 Blanking and TVG Voltages - The timer shal1 pro-
vide proper blanking and TVG voltages.

3.5.4.4.1.3 Sweep Timing - The timer shal1 time the starting
of the sweep zero to coincide with the leading edge of the transmit pulse,
and shall return to the sweep at the end of the receive CYC1e.

3.5.4.4.1.4 Reception Direction Reversal - The timer shall
control the necessary switching In the mixer and CRT display circuits to
simultaneously reverse the direction of rece~tion and display each
successive reception cycle, when this mode of operation is selected by
the proper operating contrOIS.
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3.5.4.1.5 Transmitter Keying-- The timer shall provide
and time the keying signals requlred by the transmitter. Selectfon of
either a 3.5 millisecond 315 percent or a 35 millisecond 115 percent
transmit pulse shall be provided by an operating control.

91

3.5.4.4.2 Sweep Generator Assembly - The sweep generator
shal1 provide negative and positive going 1inear ramp voltages balanced in
amplitude and 1inear to ~0.5 percent. Attenuators and/or time constant
changes shall be provided for obtaining the necessary range scales of lK,
3K, 8K, 12K and 20K yards.

3.5.4.4.2.1 Delayed Trigqer - A delayed trigger shall be
supplied which shall be activated at the reading on the range cursor
readout. This function is required for the ASPECT mode as selected by
the recorder.

3.5.4.4.3 Relay and Arching Circuit Assembly - A means of
Switching receiver video and bearing outputs, together with associated
sweep signals, on cmmnand from.the,bearing stabilization system to maintain
orientation of the displayed area.with respect to true or magnetic bearings
shall be provided. The arching circuit,shall modify the sweep voltage
signal by means of a notch which will reduce the deflection in proportion
to range and bearing of the target to produce a four chord approximation
of a 45 degree arc. This shall provide correction sufficient to maintain
the overall range accuracy of the system at any bearing.

3.5.4.4.4 Bearing Servo System - A bearing servo system
shall utilize an eight gang sine-cosine pot to give orientation control and ●toproperly position the display orientation of one CRT gun with respect to
the others. The servo system:shall obtain its directional information from
a fluxgate compass mounted in the transducer. The servo system shall rotate
the sine-cosine pots in such a manner that target signals will appear at the
proper magnetic bearing regardless of the position or rotation of the
transducer. A manual control on the front panel of the Indicator, Azimuth
and Range, shall be provided to insert the correction for magnetic variation,
in which case the bearings of the targets shall be maintained as true
bearings.

3.5.4.4.4.1 Bearing Stabilization Switching- A switching
mechanism operated by the bearing servo mechanism in conjunction with the
reception direction switch and an automatic direction control multivibrator ‘
in the programming circuits shall provide the following functions.

I

3.5.4.4.4.1.1 Display Reversal - Automatic reversal of the -
180 degree sector displayed such that the north and south 180 degree sector
will be displayed automatically on alternate sweeps when the DIRECTION
RECEPTION switch is in the north position and the LISTEN sector switch
is on ALL.

●
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I

●

1’ ~

3.5.4.4.4.1.2 Switchinq - The switching mechanism shall gen-
erate control signals to the beam switching relays in the mixer and the
receiver output switching relays in the control unit such that the 180
degree sector displayed on the CRT shall be maintained within 22.5 degrees
of the setting selected by the reception direction switch.

*3.5.4.4.5 Power Indicator and Sweep Assembly - A power
indicator shall be pruvided to show transmitter true power output level.
The true power output shall be indicated’continuously in all active modes.
Calibration shalJ be in arbitrary units corresponding to 1000 watts full
scale (low power) or 10,000 watts full’scale (high power) as determined,by
the transmitter power command voltages.

3.5.4.4.6 Video Filters and Switching Assembly_- The
brightening pulse shall be passed through an envelope filter to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio of this information. The time constant of the
filter shall be selected to provide optimum presentation on the CRT.
This time constant shall be switched to match the pulse length selected
on the front panel. The filter shall possess a relatively long time con-
stant to a positive going excursion and a very short tinieconstant.to a
negative going excursion. The time constant to,a positive excursion shall
be approximately 35 milliseconds for the long pulse and approximately 3.5
milliseconds for the short pulse. The time constant to a negative excursion
shall not exceed 1 millisecond in long pulse operation and 400 microseconds
in short pulse.

3.5.4.4.6.1 The 22.5 degree blanking gates shall electrically
follow the video filters, and shall be contained on the same circuit board
as the video fi1ters. These gates shall inhibit all signals when a logic,
level greater than +7.4 vdc is present at their control points, and “shall
pass signals when a logic level less than +0.6 vdc is present at their
control points. The ON to OFF ratio of these gates shal1 exceed 40 dB.

3.5.4.4.7 Range Handwheel Assembly - The range handwheel
assembly shal1 operate in conjunction with a range cursor system to generate
a range cursor signal manualIy adjustable in range. A two-speed servo
system operated by the range handwheel will provide the servo signal to
position the range indicater on the indicater unit and on a remote range
and bearing indicator. A range signal when processed by theerange and
bearing circuitry shall accurately position the cursor at the correspond ng
range on the cathode ray display. Range setting information will also be
supplied to properly position the delqyed trigger.

3.5,4.4.8 Audio Amplifier, Hater Entry and Fai1 Safe
Circuits Assembly - The audio amplifier shall be capable of at least 0.5
watt Into a 250 ohm load. The outout shal1 be transformer couoled with an
ungrounded output winding. The f~equency”response between 200’and 3000
Hertz shall be within 3 dB. Gain shallbe at least 50 dB. An audio gain
control shall be provided. The audio gain control to be located on the
front panel of the control unit. Audio ‘gain control shall provide capability
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OT aaJusclng tne output level over a range of 4Q dB. The dynamic range
of the amplifier shall be at least 50 dB. Distortion shall be less than
10 percent at 500 milliwatts output.’ Hum and mise shall be at least 50 dB ●
below maximum signal output. The water entry circuit shal1 receive infor-
mation from the depth sensing element and shalT close a set of relay contacts
that control a remote indicater light on the pilot’s panel. Another set of
contacts shall be provided to interlock the tramsmitter pulse so that trans-
mission at high power wi11 not occur unti1 the projector is submerged
between 5 and 15 feet of depth. The fail safe circuit shall inhibit the
height signal in the event of a current change of at least +90 percent or
-45 percent of the’nomjnal 10 M4 flowing for the depth and payout
potentiometer excitation.

3.5.4.4.9 Depth-Height System - The depth-h,:ight circuitry
shall provide OC excitation voltages stable within 1 percent, to the depth ‘
sensing and cable payout elements:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Oepth informatiotmto the depth meter, the
intermediate speed control circuit, the
recorder, and the water entry circuits.

A difference voltage representing aircraft
height.

A 400 Hertz AC siignalwhose amplitude is
equal to 60 millfivolts per foot of height
input signal, as received from the depth
and cable payout.devices, to within 2.5 ●
percent of full cable length and whose
phase is within 10 degrees of a reference
phase supplied by the automatic hover
equipment.

3.5.4.4.10 Oome Controls and Oome Seated Indicater - In
addition to controls for o~ Hydraulic,
an indicater light shall be provided to indicat~ when the Transducer, Sonar
is seated.

3.5.4.4.11 Temperature Circuit Assembly - Temperature cir-
cuits shal1 be employed to function in conjunction with the temperature -.
probe located on the hydrophore. The temperature circuits shal1 provide a
DC output for a temperature meter on the Control, Detecting-Ranging Set and
a DC output pulse to the Recorder.

3.5.4.4.12 Voice Comnunication CiircuitAssembly - The voice
communication circuitry shall include all funct.iionsnecessary to provide:

(1) Switching from CUdto voice communications
and from transmit to receive in voice com-
munication mode,
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

MIL-D-81622A(AS)

Filtering to provide a nominal 3 kHz upper
sideband width using the same filters for
both transmit and receive.

An 8.0875’kHz carrier and local oscillator
using the same circuit for both.

A balanced modulator which wi11 also demodulate
the received signal.

Automatic speech compression circuit for use
in the transmit rode.

A listen gain control circuit which will also.... .
control hydrophore preampIitler galn tnrougn
the TVG circuit.

3.5.4.4.13 Cable Angle Lockout Circuit and Intermediate
Speed Control Assembly

3.5.4.4.13:1 Cable Angle Lockout Circui~ - The cable angle
lockout circuit shal1 energize a relay when the reeling machine Raise/
Lower switch located on the control unit is released from the raise
position. The relay energize time shall be less than 100 ms after release
of reeling machine raise switch. The relay shall remain energized for

●
6 +2 seconds after release of the Raise/Lower switch. The relay contact
rating shal1 be 2.0 amps maximum for a resistive load at 28 VDC.

3,5.4.4.13.2 Intermediate Speed Control Circuit - The inter-
mediate speed raise circuit shall energi,zethe intermediate speed solenoid
valve on the Reeling Machine, Cable, Hydraulic by sensing the depth voltage
from the Projector, Sonar when the Raise/Lower switch is energized in the
raise position. The circuit wi 11 energize the valve for depth signals
greater than 40 +10 feet. This circuit shall be operative in the STAND8Y
and ON power mock%. Provision for an external lockout switch to allow
optional high speed raise shal1 be provided.

3.5.4.5 Controls - All controls necessary for normal
operation shal1 be located on the front panel of the Control Detecting-
Ranging Set or the Indicater, Azimuth and Range, except for the Recorder.
The controls required for operation of the Recorder shal1 be located on
a separate panel of the Recorder itself.

3.5.4.5.1 Front Panel Controls Operational ) - The control
unit shall have the following operational controls on the front panel:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Sound Velocity/Temperature

Power “

FrequenCY
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(4)”

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(lo)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

Dome Controls

A. Raise/Lower

B. Seat

Panel Dim

Knots Threshold

Range Kiloyards

Range Handcrank

Listen Gain

Video Gain

Audio Gain

Operation Selector

Listen Sector

Reception Direction

Doppler UP/BOTH/~WN

MTI ON/OFF

3.5.4.5.1.1 Sound Vel/Temp - A control, the readout of whicJ
is graduated in units of temperature from 30 degrees F to 100 degrees F,
shall be provided to ~ermit the operator to set the sloDe of the sweeD
ramp to correct for the existing water temperature, using a mean salinity
of 34 parts per thousand. This control (2nd deck) shal1 also furnish sound
velocity correction to the Recorder. Control panel calibration marks,shall
be provided at 25 degrees, 54 degrees, and 100 degrees Fahrenheit,

3.5.4.5.1.2 Power - The power switch shal1 control the primary.—
power to the system. It shal1 have three positions: OFF, STANDBY, and ON.
The OFF posititm shall disconnect all power inputs from the Afi/AQS-13A
equipment except the cable guillotine, AC drift sensing and depth-height
system for the automatic hover system. The STANDBY position shall provide
power to those circuits specified in 3.3.13.

●

3.5.4.5.1.3 Frequenc~ - The frequency selector switch shall
be a three position switch to simultaneously switch the transmitter and
receiver frequencies to any one of the three avai1able operating fre-
quencies. The positions shall be labeled 1, 2, and 3 for 9.25, 10.0
and 10.75 kHz’,respectively.
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● 3.5.4.5.1,4 Dome Controls - The following shall be provided:——

(1) Dome Control Raise/Lower

(2) Dome Control Seat

3.5.4.5.1.4.1 Dome Control Raise/Lower - Shal1 provide control
to the reeling machine. It shall .bea three position toggle-type switch
with spring return to center OFF position.

3.5.4.5.1.4.2 Dome Control Seat Switch - The dome control seat
switch shal1 be a pushbutton that wi11 energize the reeling machine which
will reel in the cable from the trailposition to the seated position.
A dome seat indicator lamp shall indicate when the transducer is seated.

3.5.4.5.1.5 Panel Lite Oim - Shall provide a continuous
control of panel illuminatlon intensity.

3.5.4.5.1.6 Knots Threshold - The knots threshold control
shal1 be a potentiometer to control the signal level required to open the
MTI gate.

3.5.4.5.1.7 Range Ki1oyards Switch - Shall be provided to
select the five operating ranges of the equipment. They shall be J kilo-
yard, 3 kiloyards, 8 kiloyards, 12 kiloyards, and 20 kiloyards.

3.5.4.5.1.8 Range Handcrank - Shall simultaneously control a
synchro generator to position the range indicaters, a five turn potentiometer
for the delayed trigger circuitry, and a five turn potentiometer to position
the range setting of the cursor on the sonar display cathode ray’tube.

3.5.4,5.1.9 Listen Gain - A manual control of the 1.F. gain
shal1 be provided when the operation selector switch is in the LISTEN
position, This control shall also vary the prempl ifier and the UQC receiver
gain during voice conmrunication mode.

3.5.4.5.1.10 Video Gain - Shal1 be a four gang potentiometer
which shall simultaneously vary the video gain of the four receivers, to
provide an adjustment of the brightness of the target presentation on
the CRT.

3.5.4.5.1.11 Audio Gain Control - Shal1 provide control over
the audio output signal level.

*3.5.4.5.1.12 Operation Selector Switch - Shal1 be a five
position, nine pole switch to provide the fojlmwing operational conditions:

(1) @ ihal1 provide means of operating the
system in the ec!ho-rangelong pulse mode,
and operating titetransmitte~ at reduced
power into the projector.
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Communicate position shal1 provide handkey
control of the transmitter, at reduced
power for telegraphic signaling. The
receiver shal1 provide audio response for
received signals when the handkey is in the
UP,position. This positions also used
for voice communication.

Listen position shal1 provide passive
-ion and display of signals from the
transducer.

Echo-Range Short Pulse shal1 provide normal
echo-ranglng mode with 3.5 millisecond
transmit pulse and shall switch the video
envelope filters to the short time constant.

Echo-Range Long Pulse shal1 provide normal
echo-ranging mode with a.35 millisecond
transmit pulse and shall switch the video
envelope filter to the long time constant.

3.5.4.5.1.13 Listen Sector - It shall be a two position switch.
In position ALL, it shal1 permit simultaneous presentation of the audio
signals from al1 four sectors to the audio amplifier and from four channels
to the voice communication circuitry. In position ONE, only the audio
signal and the voice communication signal associated with the second dis-
played sector (counting in a clockwise direction) shall be contained in the
audio output. Automatic reversal of the display shall also be disabled in
the ONE position.

3.5.4.5.1.14 Reception Direction - Shall be a special 8 position,
45 degree detent, 360 degree rotation switch which, operating in conjunction
with the servo mechanism switch, shal1 produce the relay switching codes
for controlling the beam switching, and receiver output switching to permit
the operator to select for viewing and/or listening any lEildegree section
in 45 degree steps. Reversal of the displayed area shall be disabled in
all positions of the reception direction switch except north. The display
wil1 alternately reverse when the reception direction switch is in the
north position and the listen sector switch is in the ALL position.

3.5.4.5,1.15 Doppler UP/BOTH/DOWN - The doppler switch shal1
be used to determine if the moving target doppler is up or down. The
doppler switch shal1 be spring loaded to remain in the center or 80TH
position.

3.5.4.5.1.16 MTI ON/OFF - The ~1 switch shal1 be a two-
position toggle switch. The OFF position shall allow operation of
lYi/AQS-l3A without MTI. The ON position shal1 place the AN/AQS-l3A in
the MT1 mode.
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●
3.5.4.5.2 Non-Operational Controls - The following

screwdriver controls shal1 be located In the control unit:
—

Identification

R1OO5

R504

●

R501

R529

R519

R81J7,

R875

R1011

R104O

R1053

R1064

R1069

Location

Test panel - front panel

Power Indicater and
Sweep Plug-In

Power Indicator and
Sweep’P1ug-In

Power Indicater and
Sweep Plug-In

Power Indicater and
Sweep Plug-In

Depth-Height

Audio-Water Entry
P1ug-In

Temperature plug-in

Temperature plug-in

Temperature plug-in

Temperature plug-in

Temperature plug-in

Function

Sweep time calibration

Negative sweep zero

Delayed trigger
calibration

Sweep balance

Positive sweep
amplitude

Reference supply
voltage adjust

Height calibration

Recorder.calibration
adjust

Frequency adjust

Balance adjust

Meter calibration adjust

Gain control

3.5.4.6 Electrical Connections - Connections to external
circuits shal1 be provided as follows:

Reference Receptacle ,,
Designation Type Function

J1051 MS3102R-28-12P Power input

J1052 MS3102R-28-15P Signal inputs

J1053 NS3102R-28-15S Signal outputs to
indicator

●
J1054 MS3J02R-24-28P Filament input and

miscellaneous outputs
to indicater
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Reference
Designation

J1055

J1056

J1057

J1058

J106O

J1064

3.5.4.7
follwing test jacks:

Reference
Designation

J1011

J1OO2

J1OO3

J1004

J1OO5

J201

J202

J203

J204

J205

J206

J20?

J208

Receptacle
Type Function

MS3102R-2O-29S Miscellaneous and
control circuits to
mixer

MS3102R-14S-6S Audio output and handkey

MS3102R-2O-29SW Mi scel 1aneous control
circuits to mixer

MS3102R-2O-29P Miscellaneous and
control circuits to
reeling machine

MS3122E-20-41S Recorder signals

MS3122E-16-26S MTI inputs and outputs

Test Jacks -.The control unit shall contain the

Location

Front Panel Test Panel

Front Panel Test Panel

Front Panel Test Panel

Front Panel Test Panel

Front Panel Test Panel

Timing Plug-in Module

Timing Plug-in Module

Timing P1ug-in Module

Timing Plug-in Module

Timing Plug-in Module

Timing Plug-in Module

‘TimingPlug-in Module

Timing P1ug-in k!odule

Function

Audio output

Ground

Main trigger

Composite timing waveform

Positive sweep

+16 volt SUpPIY

-3 volt supply

Ground

Main sweep multivibrator

Oelayed trigger

Oelayed trigger
multivibrator

Direction multivibrator

+85 VO1t SUPply ● “
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‘o
Reference

Oesignation

J251

I

J252

J253

J254

J801

J&32

J803

J804

J805

J806

I
J807

J851

J852 ,

J853

J854

,,
J855

I ,,,,i”,

J1006

J1OO7

JIO@

Location’

Timing Plug-in Module

Timing Plug-in Module

Timing Plug-in Module

Timing Plug-in Ikbdule

Depth Height Amp

Depth Height Amp

Depth Height Amp

Depth Height.~p

Depth Height Amp

Depth Height Amp

Depth Height Amp

Audio, Water Entry and
Fail Safe Plug-,in

Audio, Water Entry and
Fail Safe Plug-uin

Audio Amp-Water Entry
and Fai1 Safe

Audio Amp-Water Entry
and Fail Safe

Audio Amp-Water Entry
and Fai1 Safe

Front Panel Tes,tPanel

Front Panel Test 12anel

Function

Main trigger

Transmit-receiver
multivibrator

Delay multivibrator

Transmit multivibrator

Reference supply
negative

Reference supply
positive

Fail safe output

Ground

Height signal input

Depth

Height output

Audio input

Audio output

Height input

AC out

AC out

Negative sweep

Transmit pulse used for
sync to target simulator

Temperature 8oard Temperature sweep test
point

I
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Reference
Designation

J1021

J1022

J1023

J2556

J2557

J2558

J2559

Location

Temperature 8oard

Temperature 8oard

Temperature Board

Channel 1

Channel 2

Channel 3

Channel 4

Function

Amplitude and nul1

Temperature output
pulse

4 kHz test

Vtdeo Out

Video Out

Video Out

Video Out

3.5.4.8 Ventilation - A blower shall be provided to exhaust
warm air from the control unit.

3.5.5 Indicator, Azimuth and :RangeIP-780/AQS-l3 - The
Indicator, Azimuth and Range unit shall meet the applicable requirements of
Specification MIL-C-6781 (per 3.2.5) for type II.control panels, and
MIL-P-7788 for plastic plate lighting.

3.5.5.1 Function - The indicatm unit shall contain the
sonar display cathode ray tube with its associated excitation power supplies,
controls and def1ection amplifiers. It also shall contain the cursor range
and bearing indicator.

3.5.5.2 Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the indi-
cator unit shall be 20.5 inches In height, 9.4 fnches in width and 32.3
inches in depth exclusive of the mounting base. It shall be mounted on a
damped vibration isolator Mounting Base MT-2202/AQS-10, which also mounts
the Control, Oetecting-Ranging Set C-6413B/AQS-13.

*3.5.5.3 Weight - The weight of the indicator unit shall
not exceed 52.0 pounds. The weight ratio between the Indicator Azimuth and
Range and the Control, Detecting-Ranging Set shall not exceed ‘1.2:1.

*3.5.5.4 Contents of Unit - The indicator unit shall contain
the following assemblies, subassemblyies:

(1) Cathode Ray Tube Clisplay

(2) Cursor Range and Bearing Indicator

● ’
(3) Bearing Handwheel Assembly
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(lo)

(11)

(12)

(13)

MI L-D-81622A(AS)

Deflection Amplifiers

High Voltage Power Supplies

Brightening Carrier Oscillator,
Modulator, and Control

Cursor Circle Generator

BITE Indicator and Cursor Control Panel

Variable Cursor Intensity Assembly

Timing,and Control Assembly (for BITE)

MOS (minimum detectable signal)
Assembly (for BITE)

Line Driver Assembly (for BITE)

CRT Overlay (for BITE)

3.5.5.4.1 “ Cathode Ray Tube Displa~ - The cathode ray tube
display system shall employ a five gun, 7 inch cathode ray tube with a long
persistence screen. Each of four guns wi11 disp3ay a 45 degree sector with

●
signals from one receiver in such a manner that four receivers and four guns
wil1 display four adjacent 45 degree sectors to form a 180 degree sector
display. The fifth gun shal1 be employed to display a cursor consisting of
a circle of approximately 1/4 inch diameter whose position on the display
tube can be controlled in azimuth by the bearing handcrank, its azimuth
position indicated b.ythe bearing indicator and its ranqe position controlled
by the range handwhe;l and indic~ted by the ran~ indic~tor in such a manner
that when the cursor circle is placed around the target on the display, the
range and bearing indicator wi11 indicate the range and bearing of the
target. Automatic switching will provide a comp’lete360 degree coverage in
two successive sweeps. A circular polarized filitershal1 be mounted over
the face of the CRT to reduce ref1ected 1ight.

3.5.5.4.2 Range and Bearing Indicator Assembly - This unit
shall be mounted on the front panel of the indicator unit. It shall con-
tain the foilowing subassemblies and functions:

(1)

(2)

Synchro Repeater Indicator to indicate the
position of the cursor sine-cosine
potentiometer and synchro generator, in the
bearing handwheel assembly, in degrees.

A Two-Speed Servo System to position a five
digit counter to repeat and indicate the
position of the mange handwheel assembly.
The readout shall be in yards.
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(3) I+manuaI bonwo I ana Inolcater T.Opernnt
manual insertion of magnetic variation in
order that the bearing stabilization system
wi1‘1provide true bearings. ●

3.5.5.4.3 The Bearing Handwheel Assembly - The assembly shall
consist of the bearing handwheel, a gear train, a synchro generator and a
sine-cosine potentiometer. The sine-cosine potentiometer circuitry shal1
modify the range signal received from the range handwiseelassembly in such
a manner that the resulting signal wil1 position the range and bearing
cursor on the cathode ray tube. The synchro generator shal1 transmit the
sine-cosinepotentiometer posi,tion in such a manner that the bearing indicater
wil1 indicate the azimuth position of the range and bearing cursor.

3.5.5.4.4 Deflection Amplifiers - A deflection amplifier
shal1 be provided for each set of plates of the five guns of the cathode
ray tube. The deflection amplifier shal1 be DC coupled with push-pull
output. It shal1 have differential inputs such that a signal to either
input shal1 produce a push-pul1 output. The gain from either input to push-
pull output shal1 be the same. The gain of the amplifiers shall be
adjustable and sufficient to obtain a deflection of 3 inches on the cathode
ray tube for an input of 10 volts to a deflection amplifier input. A cen-
tering control shall be provided to center the osci1loscope beam in the
center of the display. ,.,

3.5.5.4.5 High Voltage Power S@ply - This unit shall provide
a regulated source of +3000 volts and -3000 volts +150 volts ‘tooperate the
cathode ray display tube. It shall contain the ci~cuitry and controls for
individual adjustment of intensity and focus for the five guns. ●

3.5.5.4.6 Brightening Carrier Oscillater and Modulators -
A video coupling circuit to couple DC video and blanklng signals from ground
level to the -3000 volt operating level of the cathode ray tube grids shall
be provided. It shal1 consist of the following:

(1) Oscillator and Mplifier

(2) Modulators

(3) Coupling Transformer

(4) Demodulator

3.5.5.4.6.1 Oscillator - An oscillator and amplifier shall be
provided to supply a 60 vo)ts peak-to-peak signal of 110 to 120 kHz to the
grids of the four modulators. The oscillater shal1 be capable of being
turned off by the blanking signal.
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● 3.5.5.4.6.2 _Modulators - There shall be four modulators, one
for each sector. Each modulator shall receive the carrier frequency from
the carrier oscillater amplifier, and a video signal from one receiver
channel. A common cathode voltage control for al1 modulators shal1 deter-
mine the “threshold“ output level of the ,rnodulatorand serve as a simultaneous
or common control of intensity for al1 fo,ursectors.

high VO!&~”~i;i?” couple ~% - ‘,cou 1”
p lng transformer insulated for

I signa from t~e modulator plate circuit

1- to the demodulator and grid circuit of the catfioderay tube.

3.5.5.4.6.4 Demodulator -,The de&dulator shall be a full wave
voltage doubler and together with the.modulator system shall be capable of
providing a DC threshold level variable from a minimum not greater than 5
volts to a maximum of at least 15 volts. Signal inputs to the modulator
shal1 be capable of producing demodulated,signals of at least 20 volts above

I
any threshold level.

,..

,,
3.5.5.4.7 Cursor - A cursor.circle generator shal1 generate

a signal which when applie=ne input ,each of the cursor vertical and
cursor horizontal deflection amplifiers shall display a circle on the
cathode ray tube whose diameter is adjustable from O to at least 0.25 inch.
A frent panel intensity control shal1 be provided.

‘o
,., .

*3.5.5.4.8 81TE Indicator:aridControl Panel - A panel with
operating controls for 81TE, cursor lntenslty and a meter and .light indi-
cator shall be provided.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

BITE conttil shall consist of a coaxial rotary
switti. The otitercontrol shaft shal1 provide
seven positions corresponding to 1) OFF,
2) STAVE, 3) “RANGEAND BEARING, 4) MDS,
5) MDS .(SEA), 6) LISTEN, and 7) AGC. The inner
control shaft shall provide four positions
providing sel,ectiion to one of the four video
channels. Whenever the sonar system is.placed
in the BITE mode and the OPERATION SELECTOR
switch is not’in)TEST, the transmitter shall
be inhibited.

Cursor intensity control shall vary intensity
of the CRT cursor.

The meter shall incorporate a scale cali-
brated in dB and a green colored band to
indicate acceptable system limits.

,-
An indicating 1iyht shall indicate IN-TEST
whenever ‘theBITIEmode is employed.
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3.5.5.4.9 Variable Cursor Intensity Assembly - A means to
provide variable cursor intensity shall be employed. It shall permit the
cursor to be used in various ambient light conditions. It shall be con- ●
trolled by the sonar operator from a front panel control.

*3.5.5.4.1O Timing and Control Assembly - A means to provide
preprogrammed BITE timing and control signals ~hall be empleyed. Timing
shall be provided by 160,524 Hz crystal controlled clock osci11ator
divialedto provide a 10,033 Hz sawl e signal. UN-TEST light and BITE
control signals shall be

*3.5.5.4.11
sample and hold circuit,
meter scale circuitry to
the test level meter.

*3.5.5.4.12

provided.” -

v - The MILISassembly shall provide a -
fi ters for monitoring four video channels and
provide a low, medium and high range scale for

Line Driver Assembly - The line driver shall pro-
vide a composite BITE signal consisting of an /4Csignal superimposed upon a
K level. Amplitude of the composite signal sknal1 be selected by the test
position of the BITE control switch.

*3.5.5.4.13 CRT Overlay - An overlay for the PPI cathode ray
tube shal 1 be provided as an integral part of tie CRT bezel assembly.
The overlay shall contain tolerance bands to facilitate performance
verification of the STAVE, RANGE and BEARING tests.

*3.5.5.4.13.1 Starting at zero degrees (north), tolerance bands ●
shal1 be centered at odd integer multipies of 11.25 degrees throughout
360 degrees. Each tolerance band shall consist of a left and right hand
bracket separated by 11.25 degrees.

*3.5.5 .4.13.2 The radial center of each tolerance band shall
be located at a distance corresponding to 2.5 KYD’s on the 3.0 KYD range
scale. Each bracket shal1 have a radial height correspond ng to 150 YD’s
on the 3.0 KYD range scale.

*3.5.5.5 Controls - The indicator unit shall contain the
following operational cont~

Identification Location

BEARING Front Panel

VARIATION Front Panel on Range
and Bearing Indicator

INTENSITY Frant Panel behind
hinged cover

Function

Controls azimuth position
of cursor and bearing
indicator.

Provides manual correction
of magnetic variation.

Provides simultaneous
adjustment of intensity of
four sector guns. ●
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1=

Identification

FOCUS

BITE

CURSOR
INTENSITY

MIL-D-81622A(AS)
Location Function

Front Panel behind Provides simultaneous
hinged cover ~ adjustment of focus of

all five guns.

Front Panel Selects 81TE test functions
of 1) STAVE, 2) RANGE &
8EARING, 3) MDS, 4) MDS
(SEA), 5) LISTEN, 6) AGC,
and permits selective
monitoring of video
channels.

Front Panel Provides adjustment of
cursor intensity.

3.5.5.5.1
following screwdriver adjustments. ,, -

The azimuth and range indicator shall contain the

Identific&ion Location

I
R1209 H.V. Power Supply

‘o RI217 H.V. Power Supply

R1226 H.V. Power Supply

)
R1236 H.V. Power Supply

,

I
R1240 H.V. Power Supply

R1203 H.V. Power Supply

R1211 H.V. Power Supply

R1220 H.V. Power Supply

.
R1228 H.V. Power Supply

,,

●
45

Function

Intensity control CRT
gun No. 1

Intensity control CRT
gun No. 2

Intensity control CRT
gun No. 3

Intensity control CRT
gun No. 4

Intensity control CRT
gun No. 5

Focus control CRT
gun No. 1

Focus control CRT
gun No. 2

Focus control CRT
gun No. 3

Focus control CRT
gun No. 4
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Identification

R1237

R1301

R1302

3.5.5.5.2
provided on each of the

Identification

R1108

Rllll

R1113

R1114

Location—.

H.V. pOWetisupply

Cursor P1ug-in tbdule

Cursor Plug-in.Module

Cursor Plug-in Module

Function

Focus control CRT
gun No. 5

Positive range cursor
calibration

Negative range cursor
calibration

Cursor circle diameter ~
adjustment

The following screwdn”ver adjustments shall be
five deflection plug-in amplifiers:

Location Function

Deflection ampljfier Vertical gain adjustment
plug-in

Deflection amplifier Horizontal gain adjustment
plug-in

Deflection amplifier Vertical centering
plug-in adjustment

Oeflection amplifier Horizontal centering
plug-in. adjustment

3.5.5.6 Electrical Connections - Connection to external
circuits shall be provided as fol1ows:

Reference Receptacle
Designation Type

\

Function

J1451 MS3102A-24-28P Power input

J1452 MS3102A-28-21S Output to remte indicaters

J1453 MS3102A-28-15P Signal inputs (bearing,
video, sweeps, etc.)

J1454 NS3102A-24-28S Filament outputs, panel
light input, servo signals

●
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● *3.5.5.7 Test Jacks - The azimuth and range indicator
shal1 contain the fol1owing test jacks 1ocated on the top of their respective
modules:

Reference
symbol

J1101

‘J1102

J1103

J1104

J1105

J1106

J1107

J1108

J1151

J1152

J1153

J3601

J3602

J3603

J3604

J3501

J3502

J3503

Function

-Up input

-Oown input ~~

-Rigtitinput

-Left input

+Oown output

+Up output

+Right output

+Left output

Dtvialedclock signal

Burst

Clock osci11ator output

Buffer ,#1 output, S&Iiinput

S&H output; TC input

TC output; Meter input

Gnd .

BITE AC and DC Summing Point

BITE signal

Ground !

I *3.5.5.8 Ventilation - A blower shall be provided to exhaust
warm air from.the indicater unit.

3.5.6 Transmitter,Sonar T-982A/AQS-l3 - The Transmitter,
Sonar unit shall meet the following requirements:

●
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*3.5.6.1
the electrical

Function - The Transmitter, Sonar shal1 provide
Dower to drl ve the Transducer. Sonar. Two output Dower ●

levels, three operating frequencies, and two-pulse widths shall be capable
of selection from the Control, Detecting-Ranging Set frent panel. The
power level as well as the repetition rate shall be determined by the
range selector. The transmitter shall also be handkey-controlled to emit
CW pulses, of at least 10 percent of the ful1 power output, for communi-
cations purposes. It shal1 also be capable of operation from an external
Signal source for voice conmwnication purposes. The transmitter shall be
capable of ASPECT transmissions controlled by the RO-358 Recorder. A true
power monitor circuit (BITE) shall be provided to measure transmitter true
power output for determining possible faults in the transmitter, projector,
or cable.

3.5.6.2 Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the trans-
mitter shall be 8.2 inches in height, 16.7 inches in width and 26.5 inches
in depth exclusive of the mounting base. It shal1 be nnunted on a damped
vibration isolator Mounting Base, MT-3335/AQS-13.

*3.5.6.3
exceed 78.3 pounds.

*3.5.6.4
the foilowing assemblies

3.5.6.4.1

Weight - The weight of the transmitter shal1 not

Contents of Unit - The transmitter shall contain
or circuits:

(1)

(2]

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Power Amplifier Circuits

Power Supply

Power Level Control and Logic Circuit

Osci11ator and Frequency Control

Keying Circuits

Overload Protection

High Voltage Oischarge Assembly

True Power Monitor Circuit

Squelch Assembly

fo~
- The power amplifier shall be

capable of operation as I

3.5.6.4.1:1 Output Characteristics - Two pulse lengths, of 3.5
Mi]]iseconds i_15percent and35 ml11Tseconds ~15 percent, selectable by the
Operation Selector Switch shal1 be provided at the output. The output shal1
also be capable of being handkey-controlled for communications purposes. o
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It shall be able to deliver CW pulses at a rate up to 50 characters
minute at 10 percent of full Dower outcwt. It shall be caIIableof

a

delivering pulse bursts of 2 to 7 mill~seconds at ful1 power for use with
the recorder on ASPECT. It shall also be capable of single sideband
operation in the voice communication nwde.

3.5.6.4.1.2 Pulse Envelope - The output pulse shall have a
rise time no greater than one millisecond and a fall time no greater than
one millisecond. The total drop from leading edge to trailing edge of
the pulse shall be no greater than 3 dB.

3.5.6.4.1.3 Power Output - The instantaneous Rkt3 power output
as measured at the mid-point of the pulse in time shal1 be greater than 5 KW
into a resistive load of 25 ohms, at a l~ne voltage of 115 volts rms. Short
circuit protection shall be provided.

3.5.6.4.1.4 Pulse Rate - The output shall be capable of full
power, at long or short pulse, on the 3K,yard or longer range scales.
It shall be capable of 10 percent of full power output,. on long or short
pulse, .on the lK yard scale.

3.5.6.4.1:5 Receive Mode - A device shall be operated, from
the transmit-receive circuits in the control unit, to prevent spurious
pulses or noise from entering the final amplifier assembly during the
receive mode,

3.5.6.4.1.6 Indicators - An indicator device shal1 be empleyed
to monitor the operation of the output amplifier. It shall indicate if any
of the output.transistors need replacement before there is any danger of a
multiple failure.

3.5.6.4.2 Power Supply - The power supply shal1 provide
all necessary voltages to the power amplifier, drivers, and oscillator.
Capacitors shal1 be employed as energy storage devices in order to prevent
severe overloading of the input power line during the transmit pulse.
A device shal1 be employed to discharge these capacitors if the dust cover
is removed. A suitable means shal1 be employed to normally charge and
discharge these capacitors.

3.5.6.4.3 Power Level Control and Logic Circuit - A means
to pruvide different 1evels of power shall be empleyed. The low power
level shal,lbe automatically selected on the lK yard range scale, the
communicate mode, and the test mode of operation. An interlock shall be
provided to permit high power transmission only when the power supply has
been switched from low to high voltage. The power supply shall be auto-
matical1y returned to low voltage.

3.5.6.4.4 Frequency Control - Three frequencies shal1 be
generated within the transmitter. hey shall be 9.25, 10.0 and 10.75 kHz.
Frequency stability shal1 be within :25 Hertz. Selection of the operating
frequency shal1 be made from a single switch located on the control unit.
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3.5.6.4.5
v

- The output of the transmitter shal1 be
controlled by a pulse of the eslred width from the keying circuits of the ●
control unit. This pulse shall be injected”at a low level stage of the
transmitter to key the transmitter on and off.

3.5.6.4.6 Overload Protection - An overload protection
circuit shal1 be employed to protect the transmitter against an overload
condition in high power due to the load. This circuit shall be capable
of self-test by the Sonar Operator at the transmitter front panel. It shall
sense the overload condition and automatically disable the keying pulse.
The circuit shal1 reset automatically.

3.5.6.4.7 High Voltage Discharge Assembly - A circuit
shall be provided that discharges the transmitter capacitor bank within
60 seconds whenever transmitter power switch is turned off.

*3.5.6.4.8 True Power Monitor Circuit - A means of con-
tinuously monitoring the true power output of the transmitter shal1 be
provided. This circuit shal1 have an output of 5 volts at full low or full
high power (500 watts or 5 kilowatts). Both voltage and current sensing
shall be empleyed to obtain a true power indication. The true power
monitor circuit shall include an active divider, filters, and a’sample
and hold. The divider shal1 provide high-1ow power logic to the voltage
and current sensing elements. The filters shal1 eliminate harmunic fre-
quencies relative to the fundamental transmit frequencies. The sample
and hold circuit shall provide continuous monitoring of the transmitter
pulse. ●

*3.5.6.4.9 Squelch Assembly - A means shal1 be provided to
squelch extraneous transmitter output resulting from osci1later leakage
during the receive mode of operation.

3.5.6.5 Controls - The fol1owing controls or adjustments

are provided on the transmitter:

3.5.6.5.1 Screwdriver Adjustments - These adjustments
are on the overload protection assembly and the oscil1ator assembly.

Contrul

R3351 Adjusts

R3352 Adjusts

R3328 Adjusts

R3320 Adjusts

maximum power output

1ow power output

pulse amplitude

protection 1evek
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,0 3.5.6.5.2 Interlock - ,1nterlock switch S3303 is provided
to interrupt input power when the dust cover is removed. It shal1 pro-
vide interlock by-pass when manually actuated for test purposes.

3.5.6.5.3 Front Panel :Switches - Three switches shall be
mounted on the front Danel. Once these switches have been set there is
no further need for attention. “ ‘ “- ‘“ “ ‘ .. ‘‘
checkout and test.

I

Switch Identification

ON/OFF, 2 position

TEST-MAX.POWER,
2 position

TEST-RESET, 3 positions

iney are prlmarlIy Tor InscalIauon

Function

Controls primary power to unit.
Would normally be left in ON
position.

In TEST position inserts resistance
in series with load to test for short
circuit. Normally in MAX. POWER
posi tion.

In,theup, TEST, position, simulates an
ove’rload to test the overload circuit.
In,down, RESET, position, reapplies
power if circuit should not reset
automatically. Spring loaded to return
to center position.

3.5.6.6 Electrical Connections - Connections to external
circuits shall be provided as follows:

Reference Receptacle
Designation Type Function

J3301 MS3102R-18-i2P Three phase input
An integral’part of for amplifiers
an RF f;lter

J3302 M53102A-22-34S

J3303 MS3102A-2O-29P

*3.5.6.7 Test Jacks - The
following test jacks:

Power output

Controls circuits
blower power.

transmitter shall contain

power

and

the
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Reference
Desiqnation Location Function

J3801 TPM and Osc Assy Current Signal

J3802 TPM and Osc Assy Voltage Signal

J3803 TPM and”Osc Assy Ground

J3804 TPM and Osc Assy Sample Gate

J3805 TPM and Osc Assy TPM Output

3.5.6.8 Ventilation - Blowers shall be provided
warm air from the transmitter.

3.5.7 Recorder RO-358/AQS-13A - The Recorder
meet the following requirements:

to exhaust .

shal1

3.5.7.1 Function - The recorder shal1.provide the fol-
lowing nmdes of operation:

3.5.7.1.1
F

- In the range mode, the AN/AQS-l3A
Oetecting-Ranging Set s.hal operate In normal echo ranging mode.
Prograrmnedcommand signals shal1 be provided to initiate the transmit
cycle. Detected echo video pulses shall be impressed on the stylus to
provide a permanent recording on the chart paper. The chart drive ●
mechanism shall advance the chart 0.010 inch for each sweep of the stylus,
providing visual integration of a continuous range recording. The selected
range scale, transmit pulse width and sound velocity correction shal1 be
controlled by the operating controls located on the Control, Detecting-
Ranging Set. In the range mode a means shal1 be provided to indicate on
the chart paper the range scale in use at the time the recording was made.

3.5.7.1.2 Bathythermograph Mode - The chart paper shal1 be
calibrated in depth in feet, on 1ts vertlcal axis and a dual temperature
scale in degrees Fahrenheit on the horizontal axis. A means shall be pro-
vided to sense the chart position and compare this to the depth signal
voltage received from the AN/AQS-13A Detecting-Ranging Set in a comparator
circuit. The error signal shall drive the chart motor and thereby position -
the chart ‘paperwith respect to the depth of the Transducer, Sonar. The
stylus will be driven at a constant speed of nominally three sweeps per
second. A means shall be provided to indicate on the chart paper the 8T
scale in use.

*3.5.7.1.3 ASPECT Mode - The ASPECT mode shal1 employ the
burst method of transmission. Provision shall be made to automatically
switch the equipment into a modified expand iweep mode. In this mode the
cursor controlled trigger determines the symmetrical transmit/receive
cycle time when the cursor is placed at the target range.
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*3.5.7.1.3.1

~
- During the transmit cycle the

transmitter transmits a nominal 2. 4, 4.48, or 6.72 millisecond pulse
naninally every 368 milliseconds, as selected by the operator. The stylus
motors are driven from variable frequency oscillators at a speed such that
the stylus makes one sweep in nominally 368 milliseconds (i.e., one sweep
for each transmitted pulse) when the range rate is zero. For other range
rates one of the osci11ators is shifted in frequency by the range rate
control which changes the stylus’speed to compensate for range rate and
produces a vertical pattern on the chart paper in the receive mode.

3.5.7.1.3.2 Receive ‘Cycle- During the receive cycle the
sonar echoes from the Detecti’ng-Ranging Set, Sonar AN/AQS-l3A are amplified
by the write amplifier and impressed on the stylus to print the classifi-
cation pattern on the chart paper.

3.5.7.1.4 Self Test Mode - A self test mode, employing
the ASPECT output signals, shall be provided. The ASPECT signals shall
be automatically switched to the echo input of the recorder and all front
panel controls shal1 remain fully operative when the mode selector switch
is placed in the TEST position. ASPECT transmit signals shal1 be recorded
on the chart paper for visual analysis of the associated electronic and
mechanical functions.

I
*3.5.7.1.5 ., MAD Mode - In the t4ADmode, input signals from

the ASQ-81 shall control hi-directional movement of the recording stylus,

‘o Internally generated write pulses shall be impressed on the stylus to
provide a pernnnent recording on the chart. The chart drive mechanism
shall advance the chart at a nominal rate of 3.2 inches per minute pro-
viding a continuous recording of the MAD signal amplitude as a function

t
of time.

I *3.5.7.2 Form Factor - The recorder shal1 have a maximum
width of 8.9 inches, a mx~mum height of 14.8 inches and maximum depth
of 12.2 inches. The recorder shal1 have a door that opens sideways to
provide access to the recorder magazine and a door that opens down to pro-
vide access to the recorder magazine 2A4.

*3.5.7.3 Weight - The weight of the recorder shal1 not
exceed 29.0 pounds.

I the
*3.5.7.4 Contents of Unit - The recorde~ shal1 contain

following removable subassemblyies:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Recorder magazine (2A4)

Seven electronic plug-in printed wiring
modules (2A5, ?A6, 2A7, 2A8, 2A9,
2A11, 2A12).

One electronic plug-in power supply
module (2A1O)
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3.5.7.4.1 Recorder Pagazine - The recorder magazine shal1 ●
contain the following features:

3.5.7.4.1.1 Chart Drive - The chart drive mechanism sha11
consist of a digital servomotor and enclosed gear train. Positioning of
the chart paper shal1 be accomplished by transmitting torque through a
sprocket drive roller.

*3.5.7.4.1.2
~

- The chart paper shal1 be
wrapped around two spools ocate at opposite ends of the magazine. One
shall serve as a supply spool and the other as a take-up spool. The .

spools shal1 accommodate a 24-foot roll of 0.004 inch thick chart paper.
A CO1ored sprocket tooth and a yhit.eindexing dot, on the gear train,
shall be provided for initial indexing of the chart paper.

3.5.7.4..1.3’ - The recorder shal1 be designed to
mea front grounded electrosensitiveoperate with”chart paper w IC s a

dry.paper, 5.57 inches wide, having blue scales printed thereon. Driving
holes shall be accurately positioned with respect to the scales to main-
tain system accuracy and to serve as a positive means of positioning the
chart. The driving holes shal1 be utilized to ‘synchronizethe chart
position potentiometer when operating itithe BT mode.

3.5.7.4.1.3.1 Lateral Scale - The recorder s~al1 be designed
to operate with chart paper whose lateral scale shall be divided into 50
increments compxed of 10 major divisions which are subdividedinto 5 ●
minor divisions each. The range scale shal1 extend from O to 100% and
the dual temperature seale shal1 extend from 25 to 75 and 45 to 95. The
temperature seale corresponding to one minor division per degree Fahrenheit
shal1 be identified on the lateral scale.

3.5.7.4.1.3.2 Longitudinal Scale - The recorder shall be
designed to operate with chart paper whose longitudinal scale is divided
into 46 increments composed of 9 major divisions, each of which are sub-
divided into 5 minor divisions. The last major division shall be sub-
divided into 6 minor divisions, of which the last minor division is 0.002
inches shorter than the other minor divisions. This scale shall be
repeated every-four inches of the chart paper and shal1 be identified as
extending from:0 to,460 feet and marked at 100 foot intervals of depth.
Each chart shall$e~~;!bered consecutively, beginning with 1 and ending
with 60 or greater. ,0. .

3.5.7.4.1.3.3 Range Scale Index - A range scale index shall be
printed along the right margin to indicate the scale of the recorded data.
A BT HI/LO scale index shall also be printed on the right hand margin.

3.5.7.4.1.3.4 Start and End W-sirkifigs- The word START shall be
printed in bold letters at the beginning of,each rol1 of chart paper in
red ink and the word END shall be similarly printed near the end of each
roll.
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3.5.7.4.1.4 Stylus Drive - The stylus drive mechanism shall
be coupled to two digital servo mot= by means of an enclosed gear train.

*3.5.7.4.1.5 Stylus Assembly - The stylus assembly shal 1
consist of three styli mounted on a common carrier. They are spaced so
that one enters the chart area when another leaves the chart. Each stvl us
shall

light

shall

ature

interrupt the 1ight source at time of chart entry.

*3.5.7.4.1.6 Photo Cel1 and ‘Light Source - A photo cell and
source shall be provided to’ lnitia~ the timing sequence.

3.5.7 .”4.2 Electronic Assembly - The electronic assembly
contain the following functional circuits:

3.5.7 .4,2.7 Range Circuit : See MIL-D-81622A(AS ) Addendum 1.

3.5.7.4.2.2 Bathythermograph Circuit - The graphical temper-
output accuracy shall be within 23% of full sczle of the Detecting-

Ranging Set, Sonar AN/AQS-l3A input temperature pulse signal to the
recorder. Temperature resolution shal1 be +0.5 degree or better.

,-
3.5.7.4.2.2.1 Depth Circuit’- The graphical depth output shall

be within ~3% of ful1 scale of the Detecting-Ranging Set, Sonar AN/AQS-l3A
depth input signal to the recorder. Depth range shal1 be O to 450 feet and
depth resolution shall be 24 feet or better.

*3.5.7.4.2.3 ASPECT Circuit - Using the burst method of trans-
mission the transmit key pulse length shall be 2.24, 4.48, or 6.72 milli-
seconds +5% as.determined by the front panel control. The pulse repetition
rate sham have a nominal period of 368 mi11iseconds. Range rates of
+3o knots shall be acconnnodated.

*3.5.7.4.2.4 Chart Velocity,- The claartpaper shall advance
at a constant rate of 3.2 ~0.2 irichesper minute ‘whenthe Recorder IODE
selector switch is placed In the MAD position.

*3.5.7.4.2.5 - - When the Recorder MODE selector
switch is placed in the MAD POSTtlon and’the MAD input is grou~ded, one
of the three styli shall move across the chart paper with a $peed equal to
the 1 KYD range scale speed. When a new stylus appears a~dthe left, it
shal1 accelerate to the center of the chart corresponditi’gto 50% on the
range seale. Positional accuracy shall be within ~3% of full scale.

*3.5.7.4.2.5.1 Reference - A pushbutton switch shal1 be provided
to advance a new stylus onto the chart paper while re-referencing the MAD
servo loop.
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*3.5.7 .4.2.6
oDeration the stvli shall

Positional Accuracy
~al.ea scale factor

- During the MAD mode of
of 0.4 volt per minor scale ●

division with zero volt corresponding to 50% on the range scale. Fu11
scale shall be from -10.0 volts to +10.0 volts. Positional accuracy shal1
be within 0.6 volt.

~ *3.5.7.4.2.7 Slew Rate - The styli shall be capable of step-
ping rates from zero to 250 minor divisions per second.

*3.5.7.4.2.8 SAD - Whenever the SAD input exceeds -3.7 volts
+0.4 volts the SAD indicat~lamp shall light and the MAD tracing shall be .

~ntensit.v modulated for a nominal Deriod of 1 second. The stylus shall be
momentar~ly displaced -0.7 ~0.3 volt at the start of the 1 se~ond interval
and +0.7 VO1t at the end of the 1 second interval. The SAO lamp shal 1
remain on until it is extinguished by depressing the SAD light switch,.

*3.5.7.4.3 - The power supply module shall pro-
-.75 Vdc, 150 mA max; 5 Vdc, 2.0 Avide six regulated output vo tages

max; 14 Vdc, 2.5 A; +28 Vdc, 5A; +28 Vdc, 350 MA; -28 Vdc, 350 MA. Tlse
input voltage requirement of the power supply shall be 115/200 Vac rms,
3 phase, 400 Hertz.

*3.5.7.5 Controls - The recorder shal1 have the fol”lwing
operational controls on th~panel:

Identification

MOOE

LTG DIM

CHART MOVE

RANGE RATE

PULSE

CtINTRAST

PATT SHIFT,,

SAD

REFERENCE

Location Function ● ’
Front Panel Select operating mode

Front Panel Panel light dimner

Front Panel Chart slewing up or down

Front Panel Range rate

Front Panel Pulse length

Front Panel Contrast control

Front Panel Pattern shift

Front Panel Indicate SAD pulse
extinguish 1ight

Front Panel Reference MAO servo
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*3.5.7.6 Non-Operational Controls - The following
screwdriver controls shall t-elocated in the recorder:

Identification Location Function

R1 2A2 Control Panel Range rate control

R1 2A4 Magazine BT chart position

Al 2A4 Magazine ‘ Optical trigger

R38 2A6 P1ug-in Assy ~f~tamplifier

RI1 2A7 P1ug-in Assy 8T tim base frequency

R14 2A7 Plug-in Assy Range time base
frequency

R42 2A7 Plug-in Assy Maximum s1ew rate

R28 2A8 P1ug-in Assy ASPECT time base
frequency

*3.5.7.7 Electrical Connections - Connections to external
circuits shal1 be provided as follows:

Reference Receptacle
Designation Type Function

2J1 MS3122E-20-41P Input and output

2J2 M81511/21EDOlPl MAD input output

*3.5.7.8 Test Jacks - The recorder unit shal1 contain the
following test jacks:

Reference
Designation Location Function

J1 Plug-in Board 2A5 Composite B1 Stylus
Drive,Signal

J2 P1ug-in Board 2A5 Composite B2 Stylus
Drive Signal

J3 P1ug-in Board 2A5 Composite Chart Solenoid
Drive Signal
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Reference
Designation

J1

J2

J1

J2

J3

J1

J2

J1

J2

J3

J4

J1

I
J2

J3

J4

J1

J2

J3

J4

J5

Location

P1ug-in Board 2A6

P1ug-in Board 2A6

PIug-in Board 2A7

P1ug-in Board 2A7

P1ug-in Board 2A7

P1ug-in Board 2A8

Plug-in Board 2A8

P1ug-in Board 2A9

Plug-in Board 2A9

Plug-in Board 2A9

P1ug-iriBoard 2A9

Plug-in Board 2A11

PIug-in Board 2AI1

Plug-in Board 2A11

Plug-in Board 2A11

P1ug-in 8oard 2A12

Plug-in Board 2A12

Plug-in Board 2A12

Plug-in Board 2A12

P1ug-in Board 2A12

Function

Composite Chart
Drive Signal

Write Amplifier Output

Signal Ground

BT/Range Osci1later ..

External Osci1later
Input -.

Range Rate Oscillater

Optical Trigger

Zero Mark

Signal Ground

+5 counter Output

Stylus Mtor Select
o

SAD Pulse

Reset Pulse

MAD Control

Write Conanand

VCO Input

DAC Output

Vco output

MAD Input, ,

5.00 V Ref.
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3.5.8 Processor, Frequency FR-184/AQS-l3A -
The Prucessor, Frequency ufit~ meet the following requirements:

3.5.8.1 Function - The Processor, Frequency shal1 gate
the video signal in the A~~ Intermediate Frequency to allow display
of video signals on the CRT of the Indicater,.Azimuthand Range containing
doppler signals greater than a variable preselected threshold setting during
reverberateon 1imited operation. The frequency processor shall establish
the transmit frequency as the zero doppler reference frequency. At the end
of the second pinq after transmit turn-on or transmit frequency change, the
zero doppler “referencefrequency shall be within 7 Hz of the transmit fre-
quency. At the end of the third ping the zero doppler reference frequency
shall be within 2 Hz of the transmit frequency. Throughout the pin9 interval
or listening period (for a maximum period of 25 seconds), the zero doppler
reference frequency shal1

3.5.8.2
frequency processor shal1
and 7.7 inches in hei~ht.

3.5.8.3
shal1 not exceed 16.5

3.5.8.4
contain the following

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

o

(7)

(8)

(9)

(lo)

pou

not change more than ~2 Hz.

Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the
be 18.1 irichesin length, 5.1 irichesin width

- The weight of the frequency processor
;P ~~

Contents of Unit- The frequency processor shall
non-repairable subassemblyies:

‘w

90 kHz VCXO “;4

Mixer .,4,.

Phase line \4..

Phase Comparator ‘4

Filter 4;,

Sample and Hold , ,4

Threshold Comparator 4

Threshold Reference 1.

Timing Circuit J

Power Supply 1
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3.5.8.4.1
frequency output
input voltaqe of

that is
+10 Vdc

90 kHz VCXO - The 90 kHz VCXO shall provide a
a f~nctlon of the DC input voltage. For an ●
the frequency shal1 be 90,075 kHz minimum.

For an inr)u~voltaae of -10 Vdc the f}eauencv shal1 be 89.925 kHz maximum.
The output voltage”shal1 be nominally 5.’0volts peak-to-peak when loaded
with 3900 ohms ~5%.

3.5.8.4.2 Mixer - The mixer shall heterodyne the 100 kHz
1.F. signal with the signa~m the 90 kHz VCXO signal derived from a
2000 ohm source. The output shal1 contain the difference frequency
centered about 10 kHz with a level of 0.36 to 5.0 Vrms. The 100 kHz
and 90 kHz frequency components shall be suppressed by 60 dB or more.

3.5.8.4.3 Phase Line - The DC input and output resistance = ‘
shal1 be 4700 ohms +5%. The phase line shall be a linear phase measuring
device with the zefi phase crossover at 10,050 +20 Hz. The phase shift
of the output referenced to the input shall be ~eading at the rate of
0.355 ~10% ~0.3 degree per 1.0 Hz below 10 kHz and shall be lagging at
the rate of 0.335 ~10% ~0.3 degree per 1.0 Hz above 10,kHz.

3.5.8.4.4 Phase Comparator - The phase comparator shall
detect the phase difference between the 10 kHz signal at the input of the
phase line and 10 kHz signal at the output of the phase line. The phase
comparator shal1 operate over an input signal amplitude range of 1.0’volt
peak-to-peak to 17.0 volts peak-to-peak to provide’a rectangular wave
unloaded output of 14.1 volts peak-to-peak minimum. The phase symmetry
of the output shal1 be an indication of the phase difference at the inputs. ●
For a zero phase difference at the input, the output phase non-symmtry
shall be 8.0 34 degrees.

3.5.8.4.5 Filter - The filter will derive its input from
the output of the phase comparator. The output of the filter shal1 be a
DC voltage proportional to the phase symmetry of the input rectangular
waveform. The DC output shal1 be nominally 70 mV from 0° to 85° per
degree of non-symmetr . The DC output for a synnmtrical rectangular
waveform (square wavef shall be 0.00312.0 mV.

3.5,8.4.6 Sample and Hold Circuit - The sample and hold
circuit samples the DC voltage upon command from the timing circuit at
the output of the filter assembly and changes the frequency output of the ‘
90 kHz VCXO. The sample and hold circuit shall be switched to the sample
mde by application of 4.7 Vdc or more at its control point. When the
circuit is in the sample n-ode,the output of the phase coniparatorshal1 be
nulled by action of a closed servo laop consisting of the VCXO, phase 1ine,
phase comparator, and sample and hold circuit. The hold mode shall be
initiated by application of +0.6 volt maximum at the circuit control point.
The circuit offset voltage in the sample mode, referenced to the input,
shall not exceed +7.0 millivolts. In the hold mode the circuit shall be
capable of holdin~ the last voltage present.at its output within ~6.3%
+150 millivolts for 10 minutes or more.
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3.5.8.4.7 Threshold Comparator - The threshold comparator
determines when the output o= the filter is greater in amplitude than the
reference voltage established by the knots threshold control. The accuracy
of this comparison shal1 be +1.85% :2.66 mV (~0.39 knots). This condition
shal1 be indicated bv a loai~ outout level of less than +0.6 Vdc: the
opposite condition s~all b: indicated by a,logic level of greate~ than +7
Vdc. Three logic controls shall be provided at the input to the threshold
comparator.

3.5.8.4.8 Threshold Reference - The threshold reference
circuit shall supply two outputs that vary frqm 0.0 to +6.0 Vdc and 0.0
to -6.0 Vdc to the threshold comparators. The two outputs shall track
each other in amplitude and are adjustable. The range of calibration of
each output shal1 be O to 30 knots, the accuracy of the volts to knots
conversion factor shall be ~2.1% and the offset error with the potenti-
ometer set to zero shall be +0.012 Vdc. Each output shal1 be capable of
driving four threshold compa~ators or an equivalent 500 ohm load.

3.5.8.4.9 Timing Circuit - The timing circuit provides
the four sample and hold circuits with a sample command. The timing
circuit shall pr6vide an output pulse width of 10 milliseconds or greater
and a minimum amplitude of 6.8 volts. The sample connnandoccurs 6.0 ~3.O
milliseconds after the transmit initiate pulse, which is the trigger for
the timing circuit. The timing circuit shall not respond to a pulse “width
less than 3 milliseconds in duration.

3.5.8.4.10 Power Supply - The power supply shall be a non-
repairable, miniature dual output assembly. Each output shall be 15 :5%
Vdc at the maximum rated current of 1.0 ampere and fully isolated from
any other circuit ground. The power supply shal1 have over voltage, over
current, and over load protection. The input requirewnt of the slloply
shall be 115/200 Vrms, 400 Hz, 3-phase.

3.5.8.4.11 Electrical Connections - Connections to external
circuits shall be provided as follows:

Reference Receptacle
Designation Type Function

lJ1 MS3112E18-32P Input and output

3.5.8.4.12 Test Jacks - The Processor, Frequency shal1
contain the following test jacks:

Reference
Synbol Location ‘ Function

TP1 Rear Panel -15 VDC
TP2
TP3

Rear Panel ;
Rear Panel
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Reference
symbol

TP1
TP2
TP1
TP2
TP1
TP1
TP2
TP1
TP2
TP1
TP2
TP1
TP2

Location~~
... .,,

Mixer Assy (Al)
Mixer Assy (Al)
Fi1ter Assy (A4)
Filter Assy (A4)
Threshold“Comparator (A6)
Timing Assy (A21)
Timing Assy (A21)
Sample & Hold Assy (A5)
Sample”&Hold Assy (A5)
90 kHz VCXO I!SSY (A2)
90 kHz VCXO ASSJJ (A2)
Threshold Ref Assy (A14)
,Threshold Ref Assy (A14)

Function

Signal in
Signal out
Signal in
Doppler DC out
MTI gate.
Timing in
Delayed timing
Timing in
DC shift
DC in
Shifted 90 kHz out
DC doppler in
DC doppler out

3.5.9 Power Supply, PP-4196/AQS-l3- The Power Supply
unit shal1 meet the follow~ng requirements:

3.5.9.1 Function - The power supply shal1 furnish regu-
lated and unregulated DC v~for the system. It shall also furnish
.anAC regulated voltage to the cursor circuits. Its input shal1 be’115Y,
3-phase, 400 Hertz.

3.5.9.2 Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the
power supply shall be 10.1 inches in height, 10.7 inches in width and
29.2 inches in depth exclusive of the mounting base. It shall be mounted
on a damped vibration isolator Mounting Base MT-2203/AQS-10.

3.5.9.3 Weight - The weight of the power supply shall
not exceed 32.0 pounds.

3.5.9.4 Contents of Unit -
the following assemblies and circuits:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Unregulated

The power supply

DC supplies

Regulated DC supplies

Unregulated AC supplies

Regulated AC supplies

Control circuits

81ower

Metering circuits

Test points
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● 3.5.9.4.1 ~nrequlated DC Supplies - Two unregulated DC
supply voltages shal1 be provided primarily for relay operation. These
voltages shall be supplied in the Standby and ON mode of operation.

3.5.9.4.1.1 - An unregulated dc supply with a:85 Supp,.y .,
nominal voltage of +85 an a current capacity of 300 MA shall be provided.

3.5.9.4.1.2 +28 5UPP1Y - An unregulated dc supply with a
nominal voltage of +28 and a current.capacity of 4 amperes shal1 be provided.

3.5.9.4.2 Regulated DC Supplies - Twelve regulated DC supply
voltages shall be supplied for operation of the system electronic circuits.
Active feedback type regulators shall be used for al1 of these supplies

I
.. except the +180 and the +47 volt supPlies.”

3.5.9.4.2.1 Voltage and Current Rating - The following
voltages shal1 be SUPD1ied with the specified tolerances and maximum load

I currents shown:

Supply Voltage

+500

●
+200

-200

+180

+107

I

,-

1

+g5

+47

+30

-30

+16

+6

-3

3.5.9.4.2.2

Tolerance

~7.5v

~3.(yJ

~3.ov

+7V

+8 -2V

+2V

+4V

+1v

+1v

~1.Ov

Lo.5V

~1).25V

Maximum Load Current

85 MA

150 MA

100 lnfl

58 MA

30 m

400 MA

800 M4

820’MA

300 MA

370 “d

70 MA

80 mA

The RMS value of ripple voltage shall
%~se supplies when they are connectednot exceed 30 mV rms on any o

to the actual system load except the +47 volt shall not exceed 500 mV rms.
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3.5.9.4.3
shall be supplied
system.

3.5.9.4.4
shall be Drovided

AC SUPPIY - An unregulated twenty-six volts RMS ●
at 400 Hertz, 1 amp, for use in the equipment servo

Regulated AC - A regulated 400 Hertz voltage
by the use of zener diodes. The nominal peak to peak

voltaae shall be within +10 ~ercent of 40.8. However, this value shall
not vary more than +1.5 ~ercent under the service conditions. The final
regulating zener di~des are in the Indicater, Azimuth and Range.

3.5.9.4.5 Control Circuits - The following control ci.rcuits ~
shall be provided.

3.5.9.4.5.1
%W%

- A 60 second time delay shal1 be
provided. This shall delay t e app 1cation of the regulated voltages so
that the vacuum tube fi1aments wi11 have time to reach operatin9 temper-
ature. The delay shall begin when the power switch on the Control,
Detecting-Ranging Set is turned from OFF to STANDBY.

3.5.9.4.5.2 ~ - A relay shal1 be provided to
control the 115V, 400 Hertz power to the system. It shall be actuated
by the power switch on the Control, Detecting-Ranging Set between OFF
and STANDBY.

3.5.9.4.5.3 B+ Relay - A relay shall be provided to turn
the regulated supplies on and off when the power switch on the Control, ●
Detecting-Ranging Set is moved between STANDBY and ON.

3.5.9.4.6 Blower - A blower shall be provided to furnish
adequate cooling for the power supply.

3.5.9.4.7 Meterinq Circuits - A front panel meter shall be
provided to monitor the supply voltages. A front panel control shall
select the voltage to be indicated on the meter. Suitable multipliers
shall be used so that all voltages wil1 register in the 9reen, eXcePt
unregulated +85, unregulated +28, and the +47 which shall read a minimum
of 1/2 scale on the meter.

3.5.9.5
provided:

3.5.9.5.1

Identification

1. R-13

2. R-17

3. R-29

Controls - The following controls,shallbe

Screwdriver Adjustments -

Location

Top of chassis

Top of chassis

Top of chassis

Function

+5oO ripple balance

+500 voltage adjust

+200 voltage adjust ●
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● Identification

4. R-48

5. R-71

6. R-87

7. R-97

8. R-107

9. R-117

10. R-127

Location

Top of chassis

Top of regulator board

Top of regulator board

Top of regulator board

Top of regulator board

Top of regulator board

Top of regulator board

Function

-200 voltage adjust

+85 voltage adjust

+30 voltage adjust

+16 voltage adjust

+6 voltage adjust

-3 voltage adjust

-30 voltage adjust

3.5.9.5.2 Front Panel Control - A front panel switch shall
be provided to individually select power supply voltages. The voltages
are then indicated on the front panel meter. This switch shal1 be for test
purposes. It shall be a multiple position rotary type labeled VOLTAGE TEST.

3.5.9.6 Electrical Connectors - Connections to external
circuit shall be provided as fOllOWs: ;

Reference Rec:pt~le
Designation YP Function

J1 MS3102R-18-21P Three phase’power
An integral part input
of the RF filter

J2 E“3102A-22-14S Output to Intermediate
Frequency Pmplifier

J3 MS3102A-36-8S Output to Oetecting-
Ranging Set Control
and Azimuth and
Range Indicator

*3.5.9.7 Test Points - A panel shal1 be provided inside
the chassis with the following test points:

J20 +500 Volts J32 -3 volts

J21 +,200Volts “ J33 -30 volts

J22 +107 volts J34 -200 Volts

J23 +85 VOlts J28 +85V Relay
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J24 +47 volts Regulated J29

J25 +30 Volts J30 20 V AC

J26 +16 VO1ts J31 115 VAC

J27 +6 VO1 tS J35 Gruund

3.5.10 Reelinq Machine, Cable, Hydraulic RL-237A/AQS-13 -
The Reeling Machine, Cable~s:

3.5.10.1 Function - The Reeling Machine, Cable, Hydraulic
with the Cable Assembly an~ttached shall raise and lower the Trans-.
ducer, Sonar to and from the aircraft. It shall be possible to stop and
operate the equipment with any desired amount of cable unreeled. The unit
shall provide drift sensing information for the helicopter automatic hover
system and the pilot’s and sonar operator’s drift meters. It shall also
provide an electrical link between the reel and cable assembly and the
sonar equipment. The reeling machine and the reel and cable assembly shall
retrieve the entire length of cable and stow the transducer within the
confines of the aircraft. The reeling machine shal1 be illuminated with
two lights uti1izing the +28 Vdc power source.

3.5.10.2 Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the
reeling machine shall be 48.6 inches in height, 17.9 inches in width and
69.2 inches in length. It shal1 be mounted only to the floor of the
aircraft.

3.5.10.3 Weight - The weight of the reeling machine shall
not exceed 111.7 pounds.

*3.5.1O.4 Contents of Unit - The reeling machine shal1
contain the following assemblies:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Hydraulic Control Manifold

Hydraulic Motor

EnisrgencyHoist DC Electric Motor

Gear Reduction Unit

Cable Payout Sensing Device

Slip Ring Assembly

Limit Switches

Level Wind Mechanism
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(lo)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Frame

Drift

Cable

MIL-O-81622A(AS)

Assembly

Sensing Mechanism

Cutting Device

Half Inch Orive Speed Wrench

Intermediate Speed Valve

3.5.10.4.1 Hydraulic Control Manifold - The hydraulic
contro~ manifo?d shal1 control the routing of hydraulic fluid to the
hydraulic motor upon command and shall regulate the flow of hydraulic
fluid. It shal1 be actuated by 28 volt DC solenoids. A 28 volt main
solenoid valve shall be placed in series with the hydraulic control
manifold valve that shall operate simultaneously with the manifold valve
to insure that the reeling machine can be stopped in the event the mani-
fold valve malfunctions.

3.5.10.4.2 wdraulic Motor - The hydraulic motor sha11
operate the reeling machine, to raise the transducer at a rate no less
than an average 11.0 feet per second in high speed, and to allow the
transducer to lower at a rate no less than an average 4.0 feet per
second measured between the transducer seated position and maximum
transducer depth. The lowering rate in air shall be between 5.0 and
10.0 feet per second. The hydraulic motor shall be capable of raising
the transducer at slower speeds depending on ‘theflow of hydraulic fluid
routed to it from the hydraulic control manifold and specificallyat a
rate of 1.0 foot IO.5 foot per second for retrieving the transducer from
the trail position to the seated position. The hydraulic motor shall
have a sufficient hydraulic pressure head to prevent cavitation when
subjected to cable overload conditions outlined in paragraph 3.5.10.4.4.

3.5.10.4.3
~

- A DC motor shal1 be provided
to raise the transducer in t e event of hydraulic power failure. This
motor shall be capable of raising the transducer and cable the full length
at an average rate greater than 4.0 feet per second with an input of
27.5 volts. Input power requirements shal1 be in accordance with
MIL-STD-704,”category “8” for 27.5 volt DC power, except that operation
below 24 volts shal1 not be required ‘underany conditions. The current
requirements shal1 not exceed 180 amperes starting and 80 amperes running.

3.5.10.4.4 Gear Reduction Unit - A gear reduction”unit shall
be provided to reduce the reel and cable assembly speed when raising or
lcwering the transducer in accordance with 3.5.10.4.2. The unit “shall
include a brake to prevent S1ippage of the reel and cable assembly during
aircraft vibration and slight hydraulic fluid leakage of the manifold
control valve, or in the event of hydraulic system failure. An overload
protection feature shal1 al1ow the reel and cqble assembly to rotate
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Men a 650 DOund minimum load is amlied to the cable at full reel. The ●
gear reduct{on unit shall provide a’receptacle for a standard 1/2 inch
drive speed wrench for the purpose of maintenance hand cranking. The
hand crank drive shal1 be coupled to the reduction unit through a manually
operated mechanical clutch. An interlock switch shall be provided as an
integral part of the clutch assembly that wi11 render the hydraulic
reeling system inoperative when it is placed in the hand crank position.

3.5.10.4.4.1 Reel and Cable Assembly Mountinq - The gear
reduction unit shall provide a mans of mounting for the Cable Assembly
and Reel, without removal of the cable from the reel. The mounting shal 1
be 6 studs with nuts and 2 guide pins.

I
3.5.10.4.5 Cable Payout Sensing Device - A potentiometer

shall be provided to work with the depth-height system to indicate the
amount of cable unreeled. The potentiometer shal1 have linear segments
corresponding to the wraps of cable on the reel. The linearity of each
of these segments shal1 be ~0.2 percent. The angular rotation correspond-
ing to the eleven segments shall be held to ~0.158 percent of the total
angular rotation of the potentiometer.

3.5.10.4.6 Slip Rinq Assembl y - A slip ring assembly with
a minimum of 34 separate rinas shall be Drovided to connect the trans-

I ducer cable through the reeling machine.’ The rings shal1 be of the
following characteristics: ● i

(1)

(2)

(3)

Sixteen rings shall be of the low noise
type generating no more than 50 micro- !
volts of noise in a 3000 Hertz bandwidth
between 8.5 and 11.5 kHz. They shallbe
insulated for 600 VOC test. ,’

Two rings shall be capable of handling
40 amperes of AC current for a 40 milli-
second pulse. They shall be insulated
to withstand 1000 volts PM.

The remaining rings shall be insulated
for a 600 VDC test and ca~able of 2
amperes of current.

I 3.5.10.4.7
provided to stop the
Suitable means shall
to 1.0 ~0.5 foot per

I position. Reduction
and not abruptly.

Limit Switches - Limit switches shall be
reelinc!machine when the transducer is fully raised.
be pro~ided to automatically reduce the raise rate
second before the transducer reaches the trail
of speed from maximum to slow shal1 occur uniformly

●
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3.5.10.4.8 Level Wind Mechanism - A level wind mechanism
shall be provided to cause the cable to be fed onto the reel such that
there is no overlapping of the cable except at the extremities of a layer
and that the entire 500 foot length of cable when loaded on the reel shall
form a hollow right circular cylindrical bundle whose outer’ diameter does
not exceed the outer diameter of the reel . Provisions shal 1 be made for
‘an in-flight, manual, automatically lockable, adjustment of the level wind
mchanism alignment by virtue of access to a standard 1/2 inch speed
handle output. The output shall be capable of moving the sheave on the
level wind mchanism in either direction. The movement shal1 be continu-
ous and capable of stopping at any position along the lead screw.

3.5.10.4.9 Frame Assem~ly - The reeling machine structure
shall withstand a downward force at t e forward sheave of 1000 pounds
without permanent deflection. The 1000 pounds force shall be measured
anywhere within a 24 degree cone whose axis is normal to the horizontal
nmunting of the reeling machine. No riagnesiurnparts shall be used.

3.5.10.4.10 Drift Sensing Mechanism - Provisions shal1 be
made to provide Fable angle (drift) information to the automatic hover
system and to the indicators in the oilots instrument oanel and the sonar”
operator’s console. The rrechanismshal1 be capable of supplying drift
information in both lateral and longitudinal planes simultaneously.

3.5.10.4.10.1 Drift Signal - The drift signal shal1 provide
cable angle information along the X and Y horizontal axis of the heli-
copter. The total measured angle shall be at least +12 degrees from the
helicopter Z axis in all directions. The cable sens~ng assembly shal1 be’
capable of sensing changes in cable angle of 0.1 degree or greater except’
for a total allowable cable angle sensor threshold of 0.33 degree about
the cable angle sensor zero (nul1) position. The electrical output of
the cable sensing assembly shall be provided by a 400 Hertz linear trans-
former. Its output shall be 0.33 volt rms per degree for a 115 Vrms
excitation and shal1 be accurate within ~0.5 degree. This output shall
be in phase 16 degrees with the reference voltage. D.C. signals for (3)
100 -O- 100 microampere indicaters shal1 also be provided. The O.C.
output shall be adjustable to providea nominal signal of 8.33 mV per
degree across a load of 333 ohms.

3.5.10.4.11 Cable Cutting Device - A guillotine type of
emergency cable detachment mechanism shall be provided. -it shall allow
the pilot to immediately detach the cable and transducer regardless of
the length of lowered cable. The guillotine explosive char~e shall be
ignited by application of 18 volts OC, or greater.
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3.5.10.4.12 Qne-Half Inch Orive Speed Ilrench- A one-half
inch drive speed wrench shal1 be provided to manual1y operate the reeling
machine or to adjust the level wind mechanism. A pocket shall be pro-

●.

vialed for stowage of the speed wrench when not in use on top of the
Housing, Reeling Machine.

3.5.10.4.13 Intermediate Speed Valve - A solenoid operated
flow limiting valve shall be provided on the hydraulic system supply line
to limit the hydraulic fluid flow rate during the valve de-energized state
to a maximum of 2.830.3 gpm resulting in an average transducer retrieval
speed of approximately 5 feet per second. The valve wil1 be operated by
the intermediate speed raise circuit (3.5.4.4.13.2) and shall have a
manual speed select switch located on the aircraft sonar operator’s consoTe.

3.5.10.4.14 Cable Cycle Counter - A counter shall be provided
to indicate lower raise cycles. he counter shall indicate a cycle when
the reeling machine obtains a raise comnand which has been preceded by a
1ower command.

3.5.10.5 Controls - The reeling machine shall contain
the following controls.

3.5.10.5.1 Operational Controls:

Identification Location Function

Payout mech Rear of Reeling Machine Engages payout clutch
clutch

●
\

Payout mech Rear of Reeling Machine Calibrates the payout
adjust mech. to cable position

Handcrank engage/ Side of Reeling Machine Engages a clutch that
disengage will allow handcrank

operation or hydraulic
power operation

3.5.10.5.2 Slow Speed Switch - A mechanical position sensing
device shal1 be provided in the gear reduction unit to actuate the hydraulic
slow speed valve, automatically, before the transducer reaches the trail
position. The transition to slow speed shall not be abrupt.

; 7!3WL
3.5.10.5.3 18 Inch Limit Switch - A mechanical position

sensing device shal1 be provided in the gear reduction unit to auto-
matically deeenergize the main solenoid and the raise solenoid when the
transducer has reached a point 1816 inches from the bottomof the aircraft.

3.5.10.5.4 Seated Switch - There shall be a switch provided
on the drift sensing assembly that wil1 stop the reeling machine yotor
when the transducer has reached the stowed position.

●
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I

10 3.5.10.5.5 Level Wind Adjustment - A self-locking 1/2 inch
speed handle.output adjustment sfial1 be provided for the 1evel wind mecha-
nism to allow for the positioning and direction of travel of the level
wind sheave into alignment with the point of departure of the sonar cable .
from the reel.

3.5.10.5.6 ‘ScrewdriverAdjustment -

Identification Location Function

Trai1 Pos. Adj. Rear of Reeling,Machine Adjust distance that
the trafl position
stops from seat..
position

3.5.10.6 Test Points - A panel shal1 be provided on the
side of the reeling machine with the following test points:

J5002 & J5023 These test points shall be used for bypassing
the clutch switch S5004 when payout mech. clutch
is disengaged.

3.5.10.7 Electrical Connections - The connectors to the
external equipnent described herein in addition shal1 meet the 200 hour

● salt spray requirement of

Reference
Designation

J5656

J5657

J5658

J5661

J5662

paragraph 3.3.10.2.

Rec:pt~cle
YP

MS3127F-20-16P

MS3127F-12-8P

Specia1 Feedthru
with 28-21PS-Insert
(8endix Part No.
3154336)

MS3127F-8-4P

MS3127F-J4-12P

MS3127F-20-8P (

Function

Power input-drfft
sensing and current
control

Pcwer input-guillotine

Slip ring outlet

zmijw

Power input-reel 1amps

Power input-reeling
machine control
circuitry

Power inout -
DC motor”

MS3122F-8-2P Power input-inter-
mediate speed va1ve
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:;

Reference Receptacle
Designation Type

P5019A Special Plug with
21S Insert
(Bendix Part No.
10-410997-21S)

P5015 MS3126F-8-2S

3.5.10.8 Hydraulic Connections -

Fitting Type Function

3059349-1A6 Inlet for reeling machine pressure.

3059349-1AB Outlet for reeling machine return.

3.5.11 Cable Assembly and Reel RC-466A/AQS-l3- The Cable
Assembly and Reel shal1 meet the f011owing requirements:

3.5.11.1 Function - The Cable Assembly and Reel shall be
capable of stowing 500 fee~ar cable with the cable tensioned to
150125 pounds. It shall mount on Reeling Machine, Cable, Hydraulic.
It shal1 provide an electrical 1ink between the Transducer, Sonar and the
Reeling Machine, Cable, Hydraulic.

3.5.11.2 Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the reel
and,cable assembly shal1 be 25.1 inches in diameter and 8.5 inches in width
except for P7001 which extends beyond the periphery when cable is completely
reeled in.

shal1 n~~5~~~~~d 141 Poundw -
The weight of the reel and cable assembly

.

Function

To connect S1ip ring
assembly to reel and
cable assembly

To connect reeling
machine to lower
limit switches

●

3.5.11.4 Contents of Unit - The reel and cable assembly
shall contain the followin~

t

3.5.11.4.1
requirements.specified in

(1) Sonar Cable

(2) Reel Assembly

(3) Lower Limit Switch Assembly

Sonar.Cable - The Sonar Cable shall meet the
MIL-C-81452.
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strength to support 500
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*
- The Reel Assembly shal1 have a

proper cab e wrapping. It shall be of sufficient
feet of sonar cable tensioned to 150 ~25 pounds.

3.5.11.4.3 Lower Limit Switch Assembly - A limit switch
shall be provided to stop the reeling machine when al1 but a minimum of
three wraps of the cable are payed out. A backup li~it switch shall be
Drovided to stoo the reelin~ machine when al1 but a minfmumof three
wraps of the cable are paye~ out, in the event of failure of the first.
switch.

.

3.5.12 Housing, Transducer CW-1007/AQS-13A -
The Housing, Transducer shall meet the following requirements:

3.5.12.1 Function - The Housing, Transducer shall provide
a covering over the transducer and shall contain a wiper assembly for the
purpose of removing water from the Sonar Cable during the transducer
retrieval cycle. It shal1 have quick connect features and be fastened to
the top of the funnel. A minimum of 90% of the water on the cable wil1
be removed and discharged directly to the outside of the helicopter.

3.5.12.1.1 Drift Sensor - The transducer housing assembly
shall not affect the drift sensor voltage output more than ten (10) percent.

,0 3.5.12.2 Fwm Factor - The maximum dimensions of the
transducer housing shall not exceed 21.0 inches in diameter, and 38.0
inches in height

3.5.12.3
shall not exceed

3.5.12.4

in extended position.

Weight - The weight of the transducer housing
19.0 pounds.

shal1 contain the fol’
Contents of the Unit - The transducer housing

owing assemblies:

(1) Housing assembly

(2) 8ellows

(3) Wiper assembly

3.5.12.4.1 Housing Assembly - The housing assembly shall
cover the transducer in the seated position. It shal1 prevent the water,
carried up by the cable, from entering the aircraft.

3.5.12.4.2 8el1ows - A nylon reinforced neoprene bel1ows
shal1 connect the wiper as-to the housing.

3.5.12.4.3 Wiper Assembly - The wiper assembly shal1 contain
two neoprene wipers for the purpose of,removing water from the cable. Two—

● replaceable springs shall be used to attach the wiper assembly to the
reeling machine.
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3.5.12.4.4
a minimum of 1000 seating

~- The transducer housing shall withstand
and unseating operations of the transducer. ●

3.5.13 Housing, Reeling Machine CW-757A/AQS-l3-
The Housing, Reeling Machine, shall meet the following requirements:

3.5.13.1 Function - The Housing, Reeling Machine shall
provide a covering over..th~g Machine, Cable, Hydraulic to Prevent

.._.wate.n,fromentering’“the inside of the helicopter.

3.5.13.2 Form Factor- The maximum dimensions of the
reeling machine housing shall be 52.o inches in height, 28.5 inches in
width and 52.5 inches in length.

3.5.13.3 Weight - The weight of the reeling machine
housing shal1 not exceed 24.0 pounds.

3.5.13.4 Contents of the Unit - The reeling machine
housing shall contain the following assemblies:

(1) Cover

(2) Flaps, Access

(3) Frame~ Support

(4) Panel, Window

(5) Pocket, Handcrank

3.5.13.4.1. Cover - The cover shall be fabricated of a
synthetic fabric impregnat=th a suitable plastic to prevent deteri-
oration by hydraulic and engine oils, aircraft fuel, and salt water.
It shal1 be fitted over the support frame and attached at the base.
A gasket shal1 be provided between the support frame base and the floor
of the helicopter to affect a watertight seal to the floor. A flap or.
other suitable device shal1 be provided near the bottom of the cover to
insure that salt water run-off is confined within the support frame.

3.5.13.4.2 Flaps, Access - There shall be four access flaps
in the cover. They shall be located and of sufficient size to provide
access to (1) drift sensing mechanism, (2) funnel neck and cable reel,
(3) hand crank receptacle, (4) gear reduction unit and hydraulic control
manifold, (5) level wind adjustment, and (6) to allow for the removal or
installation of the entire transducer from inside the aircraft. The
access flaps shal1 be fitted with heavy duty zippers to facilitate opening.
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3.5.13.4.3 Frame, Support - The support frame shal1 support
the reeling machine cover in its proper shape, shall be constructed of
aluminum and be readily dismountable. It shall be constructed to allow
for the simple removal-or instalIation of the transducer from inside the
helicopter. The support frame shall have as its base a six inch high
“kick-panel” which shall be mounted to the floor of the helicopter and to
k,lichthe cover shall be attached. A gasket shall be installed to provide
a watertight seal between the hel’icopter floor and the support frame base.

3.5.13.4.4 Panel, Window - There shal1 be one window panel
in the cover. It shall be for viewing of’the suspended cable and trans-
ducer and the drift sensing mechanism and seating block. It shall be
fabricated of flexible transparent material.

3.5.13.4.5 Pocket, Handcrank - A pocket shall be provided
for storage of the reeling machine 1/2 inch drive speed wrench.

3.5.14 Circuit 8reaker SA-1263/AQS-l3- The circuit
breaker shal1 meet the fol~owing requirements:

3.5.14.1 Function - The circuit breaker is a protective
switch for the mmose of actuatin~ the emerqencv DC motor. The circuit
breaker shal1 deenergize the emerg~ncy motor-if &xcessive current is
drawn by the motor.

3.5.14.2 Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the
circuit breaker shall be 2.0 inches in heiqht, 5.4 inches in width and
6.5 inches in depth.

-.

3.5.14.3 Weight - The weight of the circuit breaker sha’
not exceed 1.3 pounds.

11

3.5.14.4 Contents of the Unit - The circuit breaker shal1
contain the following subassemblies:

(1) Circuit Breaker

(2) Cover and Plate Assembly

3.5.14.4.1 Circuit Breaker - A circuit breaker shall be
provided that wi11 suitably protect the emergency DC motor from an overload
condition. It shall break the operating circuit internally while its
actuating toggle remains in its energized position. The circuit breaker
shal1 automatically reset when the actuating toggle is returned to the
deenergized position.

3.5.14.4.2 Cover and Plate Assembly - The circuit breaker,
connector, supporting bracketry, etc., shal1 be contained in a watertight
cover and plate assembly.
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3.5.14.5 Controls - There shall be a push-pull control
that,will energize the circuit breaker and be spring loaded to return ●
automatically when released. The circuit breaker handle shal1 be sealed
in the “off”-position with a breakable fine wire seal.

3.5.14.6 Electrical Connections - Two studs shall be
provided for external OC power connections.

3.5.15 Indicator, Bearing and Range ID-786/AQS-lO -
The Indicator, 8earing and Range shall meet the following requirements:

3.5.15.1 Function - The Indicator, Bearing and Range unit
shal1 repeat the informati-ring as range and bearing on the Indi-
cator, Azimuth and Range unit. The range shall be indicated digitally in “’
the center of the meter and the bearing by a pointer and 360 degree scale
around the edge of the

3.5.15.2
sions of the range and
height, 3.28 inches in
housed in a meter type
panel of the aircraft.

indicator.

Form Factor and Mounting - The maximum dimen-
bearing indicator shall not exceed 3.28 inches in
width and 5.91 inches in depth. It shall be
case and shall be rigid mounted to the instrument
The bod.vof the indicator behind the mountina

flange shall not exceed a diame~er of 3.18 inches.

3.5.15.3 Weight - Weight of the bearing and range indi-
cator shal1 not exceed 1.7 pounds. ●

3.5.15.4 Contents - The bearing and range indicator shal1
contain the following asse-subassemblies and circuits:

3.5.15.4.1 Repeater - The bearing synchro repeater shal1
consist of a synchro torque receiver to drive a pointer which shal1 repeat
the cursor bearing from the bearing and range indicator within :1 degree.

3.5.15.4.2
~

- The range indicator shal1 be
a 5 digit counter type readout capa e of reading to an accuracy of
~10 yards.

3.5.15.4.3 Servo - The range indicator servo amplifier and
gear train mechanism shall~i st of a two speed servo system including
a transistorized amplifier capable of driving the range readout counter
motor to an accuracy of ~10 yards.

3.5.15.4.4 Instrument Lighting - The bearing and range
indicator shal1 conform to the applicable requirements of MIL-P-7788 for.
plastic plate lighting.
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3.5.15.5 Electrical Connections -
circuits shall be provided as follows:

Reference Receptacle
Designation Type

J4201

3.5.16
The Visor, Cathode

3.5.16.1
atiient extraneous

3.5.16.2
visor shall be 8.2

3.5.16.3
exceed 0.8 pound.

3.5.16.4

PTIH-16-26P
(Bendix Part No:
1034709)

MIL-D-81622A(AS)

Connections to external

Function

Input and Output

Visor, Cathode Ray Tube MX-3275/AQS-lO -
Ray Tube shall meet the followlng requirements:

Function - The visor shal1 reduce the amount of
1ight f-n the cathode ray tube face.

Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the
inches In diameter and 12.5 inches in depth.

Weight - The weight of the visor shal1 not

Contents of Unit - The visor shall be a bonded
assembly consisting of the light shield and flexible eye piece.

3.5.17 Mounting Base MT-2201/AQS-10 - The Mounting
Base shal1 meet the follow~ng requirements:

3.5.17.1 Function - The Mounting Base shall provide a
base upon which the Amplif~ermediate Frequency is mounted for
vibration isolation. The base shall consist of a supporting assembly
which provides a mounting structure.complete with integral vibration
isolating elements. It shall include a fastener assembly which allows
quick unit installation and removal. The mounting base shal1 meet the
applicable requirements of MIL-C-172 except for dimensions and except
that the rack shal1 be electrically insulated from the mounts.

3.5.17.2
mounting base shall be
30.6 inches in depth.

3.5.17.3
not exceed 3.2 pounds.

3.5.17.4
contain the f011owing:

3.5.17.4.1
of a structural support

3.5.17.4.2

Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the
?.9 Inches In height, 16.7 inches in width, and

= - The wei,ghtof the mounting base shal1

Contents of Unit - The mounting base shal1

8ase Assembly - The base assembly shall consist
and fastener subassemblies.

Vibration Mount- The vibration and shock mounts
shall be fastened to the base assembly and installed on the airframe.
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3.5.18
Base shal1 meet

3.5.18.7

Mounting 8ase MT-2202/AQS-lO - The Mounting
the following requirements: ●

Function - The Mounting Base shall provide a
base upon which the Control, Detecting-Ranging Set and the Indicator,
Azimuth and Ranqe are mounted for vibration isolation. The base consists
of a supporting-assembly which provides a mounting structure complete with
integral vibration isolating elements. It shall include a fastener
assembly which allows quick unit installation and removal. The mounting
base shal1 meet the applicable requirements of MIL-C-172, except for

1

dimensions and except that the rack shall be electrically insulated from ‘
the mount.

3.5.18.2 Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the ~
mounting base shall be 2.5 inches in height, 19.0 inches in width, and
32.9 inches in depth.

3.5.18.3
not exceed 5.9 pounds.

3.5.18.4
contain the fol1owing:

3.5.18.4.1
of a structural support

W- The weight of the mounting base shall

Contents of Unit - The mounting base shall

8ase Assembly - The base assembly shall consist
and -fastenersubassemblyies.

3.5.18.4.2 Vibration Mount - The vibration and shock mounts
●

shall be fastened to the base assembly and installed on the airframe.

1 3.5.19 Mounting 8ase MT-2203/AQS-lO - The Mounting
Base shall meet the following requirements:

I
3.5.19.1 Function - The Mounting Base shall provide a

base uoon which the Pwer ~s mounted for vibration isolation. The
~ base consists of a supporting’a~sembly which provides a mounting”structure

complete’with integral vibration isolating elements. It shall include a
fastener assembly which allows quick unit installation and removal. The
mounting base shall meet the applicable requirements of MIL-C-172,

~
except for dimensions and except that the rack shal1 be electrically z
insulated from the mounts.

3.5.19.2 Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the mount- “:
ing base shall be 2.6 inches in height, 11.5 inches in width,

I inches in depth.

3.5.19.3 Weight - The weight of the mounting
not exceed 2.7 pounds.

and 30.6

base shall
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1,

3.5.19.4
contain the following:

3.5.19.4.1
of a structural support

3.5.19.4.2
shall be fastened to the

3.5.20
shal1 met the fol1owing

3.5.20.1

<

Contents of Unit - The

MIL-D-81622A(AS)

mounting base shall

!%-@ - The base assembly shall consist
md astener subassemblyies.

Vibration Mounts - The vibration and shock mounts
base assembly and installed on the airframe.

Mounting Base MT-2397/AQS-lO - The Mounting base
requirements,:

Function - The Mounting Base shal1 provide a base
upon which the Converter, Frequency, Electronic is placed for vibration
isolation. The base consists of a sumorting assembly which provides a
mounting structure complete with integ~al vi~ration isolating”elements.
It shall include a fastener assembly”which allows quick unit installation
and removal. The mounting base shall meet the applicable requirements of
MIL-C-172, except for dimensions and except that the rack shall be elec-
trically insulated from the mounts.

3.5.20.2 Form Factor -‘The’maximum dimensions of the
mounting base shal1 be 2.9 inches in height, 16.8 inches in width, and
23.0 inches i,ndepth.

3.5.20.3 Weight - The weight of the mounting base shall
not exceed 2.9 pounds.

3.5.20.4 Contents of Unit - The mounting base shall
contain the fol1owing:

3.5.20.4.1 Base Assembly - The base assembly shall consist
of a structural support and fastener subassemblyies.

3.5.20.4.2 Vibration Mounts - The vibration and shock mounts
shal1 be fastened to the base assembly and installed on the airframe.

3.5.21 Mounting Base MT-3335/AQS-l3- ‘TheMounting
Base shal1 meet the following requirements:

3.5.21.1 Function - The Mounting Base shal1 provide a
base upon which the Transmitter, Sonar is placed for vibration isolation.
The base consists of a supporting assembly which provides a mounting
structure complete with integral vibration isolating elements. It shall
include a fastener assembly which allows quick unit installation and
removal. The mounting base shall.meet the applicable requirements of
MIL-C-172, except for dimensions and except that the rack shall be elec-
trically insulated from the mounts.
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3.5.21.2 Form Factor - The maximum
mountina base shall be 2.46 Inches in height, 17.16
28.00 i~ches in depth.

3.5.21.3 Weight - The weight of
not exceed 3.0 pounds.

3.5.21.4 Contents of Unit - The
ccmtain the following:

dimensions of the ●
inches in width, and

the mounting base shall

mounting base shall

3.5.21.4.1 Base Assembly - The base assembly shall consist “’
of a structural support and fastener subassemblyies.

3.5.21.4.2 Vibration Mounts - The vibration and shock
mounts shall be fastened to the base assembly and installed on airframe
adapter plates.

3.5.22
base shal1 meet

Mounting Base MT-3972/AQS-1~” - The mountin9
the follow~ng requirements:

3.5.22.1 Function - The Mounting Base shall provide a
base upon which the Processor, Frequency is mounted for vibration and
shock isolation. The base consists of a supporting assembly which provides
a mounting structure complete with integral vibration isolating elements.
It shal1 include a fastener assembly which allows quick unit in:tallation
and removal. The nmnti ng base shal1 meet the applicable requirements of
MIL-C-172, except for dimensions and except that the rack shall be
electrically insulated from the mount.

3.5.22.2 Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the
mounting base shall be 2.60 inches in height, 5.80 inches in width, and
19.31 inches in length.

3.5.22.3 Weight - The weight of the mounting base shall
not exceed 2.4 pounds.

3.5.22.4 Contents of Unit - The mounting base shall
contain the foilowing:

3.5.22.4.1 Base Assembly - The base assembly shall consist
of a structural support and fastener subassembly.

3.5.22.4.2 Vibration Mount - The vibration and shock mounts
shall be fastened to the base assembly and installed on the airframe.

3.5.23 Mounting Base MT-4305/AQS-13A - The Mounting
Base shall meet the follow~ng requirements:

●

3.5.23.1 Function - The Mounting Base shall provide a
base upon which the Record~unted for vibration and shock isolation.
The base consists of a supporting assembly which provides a mounting
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structure complete with integral vibration isolating elements. It shall
include a fastener assembly which allows quick unit installation and
removal. The mounting base shall meet the applicable requirements of
MIL-C-172 exceDt for dimensions““andexceDt that the rack shal1 be
electrically insulated

3.5.23.2
mounting base shall be
12.9 inches in depth.

3.5.23.3
not exceed 3.5 pounds.

3.5.23.4
contain the fol1owing:

from the mount. “

Form Factor - The maximum dimensions of the
2.6 inches in height, 9.9

Weight - The weight of

inches in width, and

the mounting base shall

Contents of Unit - The mounting base shal1

3.5.23.4.1 F-- - The base assembly shall consist
of a structural support an fastener subassemblyies.

3.5.23.4.2 Vibration Mounts - The vibration and shock
mwnts shall be fastened to base assembly and installed on the airframe.

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 Responsibility for Inspection - Unless otherwise
sDecified in the contract. the contractor is responsible for the perform-
ance of all inspection requirements as specified’herein. Except as other-
wise specified, the contractor may utilize his own facilities or any
commercial laboratory acceptable to the Government. The Government reserves
the right to perform any of the inspections set forth in this specification
where such inspections are deemed necessary to assure the equipment and
service conform to prescribed requirements.

4.1.1 Classification of Tests - Iternscovered by
specification shall be subjected to the following tests to determine
compliance with all applicable requirements:

this

(1) Preproduction (First Article) Tests

(2) Initial,ProductionTests

(3) Acceptance Tests

(4) Life Tests

4.2 Preproduction Tests - Preproduction tests shall
be made on an equipment representative of the production equipments to be
supplied under the contract. Preproduction tests shal1 be accomplished
under the responsibility of the contractor and shall be conducted in ac-
cordance with the approved test procedure of 4.6. The government inspector
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and the procuring activity shal1 be advised when tests are to be conducted
so that a representative may be designated to witness or supervise the ●
tests when so desired. Contractors not having adequate facilities to
conduct all required tests shall obtain the services of a commercial

testing laboratory acceptable to the Government.

4.2.1 Preproduction Test Data - The contractor shal1
submit all data CO1lected in conducting these tests to the procuring agency
for review and approval. On first production contracts this data shall
include a list of al1 electrical and electronic parts giving their speci-
fied voltage, current and temperatures. The ambient and surface temper-
ature shall be obtained under the extreme high temperature operating
condition. ..,.

4.2.2
~

- Preproduction tests shal1
include al1 tests deemed necessary y the procuring activity to.determine
that the equipment meets all the requirements of this specification and
the contract. Preproduction tests shall include environmental tests in
accordance with the procedures of specification MIL-T-5422 and as
modified by paragraphs 3.3.10 and interference tests in accordance with
specification MIL-I-6181 and as modified by paragraph 3.3.6.

4.2.3 Preproduction Approval - Approval of the pre-
production sample shall be by the procuring activity upon satisfactory
completion of all tests. No production equipments shall be delivered
prior to the approva1 of the preproduction model. Prefabrication of ●
production equipment prior to the approval of the preproduction model is
at the contractor’s own risk. The approved preproduction model wi11 be
returned to the contractor for his use in the fabrication and testing of
equipment to be submitted for acceptance. The preproduction model sha11
not be considered as one of the equipments under the contract.

4.2.4 Production Equipments - Equipments supplied
under the contract shall be In all respects, including design, construc-
tion, workmanship, performance, and quality, be equivalent to the approved
preproduction sample. Each equipment shall be capable of successfully
passing the same tests imposed on the preproduction sample. Evidence of
noncompliance with the above shal1 constitute cause for rejection and for
equipment already accepted by the government, it shall be the obligation
of the contractor to make necessary corrections as approved by the
procuring activity.

4.3 Initial Production Tests - One of the first ten
production equipments shal1 be selected and sent at the contractor’s
expense to a designated Government 1aboratory for tests. This equipment
shal1 be selected by the procuring activity after the equipment has suc-
cessfully passed all individual tests. The preproduction sample shal1
not be selected for this test.
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● 4.3.1 scope of Tests - This equipment may be subjected
to any and all tests the procuring activity deems necessary to assure that
the Production ecwit)mentis equivalent to the oreviouslv aormoved re-
production sample in design, construction, workmanshipp,“pe~formance, and
quality and that it meets all applicable requirements.

4.3.2 Accessory Material - In addition to the complete
equipment submitted for Initia1 Production Tests the contractor shal1 also
submit such accessory material and data necessary to test the equipment.

4.3.3 Initial Production Sample Approval - Approval of
the initial production sample shall be by the procuring activity upon
satisfactory completion of al1 tests. Any design, materia1 or performance
defect made evident during this test shal1 be corrected by the contractor
to the satisfaction of the procuring activity. Failure of the initial
production sample to pass any of the tests shall be cause for deliveries
of equipnent under the contract to cease unti1 proper corrective action
is approved and accomplished. Corrective action shall also be accomplished
on equipment previously accepted when ,requestedby the procuring activity.

4.3.4 Reconditioning of Initial Production Test Sample -
On completion of the initial production test the equipment shall be reworked
by the contractor by replacing al1 wear or damaged iterns. After reworking
the contractor shal1 resubmit the equipment for acceptance.

o 4.4 A~ceptance Tests - The contractor shall furnish
all samples and shall be responsible for accomplishing the acceptance tests.
All inspection and testing shall be under the supervision of the government
inspector. Contractors not having facilities satisfactory to the Drocurina
activitv shall enaaae the service= of a commercial testin~ laboratory ac- -
ceptabl; to the p~o~uring activity. The contractor shall-furnish te~t
reports showing quantitative results for all acceptance tests. Such
re~orts shal1 be siqned b.van authorized ret)resentativeof the contractor
or”laboratory, as a~plica~le. Acceptance or approval of material during
the course of manufacture shall not be construed as a guarantee of the
acceptance of the finished product. Acceptance tests shal1 consist of
the following:

I (2)

(3)

Individual Tests

Sampling Tests

Reliability Assurance Tests

(4) Special Tests
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4.4.1
acceptance shall

Individual Tests - Each equipment submitted for ●
be subjected to the individual tests. These tests shall

be adequate to determine
workmanshipp, operational
equipment accepted shal1

4.4.1.1
be examined carefullY to

compliance with the requirements of material,
adequacy and reliability. As a minimum, each
have passed the following tests:

(1) Examination of Product

(2) Operational Test

(3) Manufacturing Run-In Test

Examination of Product - Each equipment shal1
determine that the material and workmanshi~

requirements have be;n met.

4.4.1.2 Operational Test - Each equipment shall be
operated 1ong enough to permit the equlpment temperature to stabi1ize
and to check sufficient characteristics and record adequate data to
assure satisfactory equipment operation.

‘4.4.1.3 Manufacturing Run-In Test - Each equipment
shall be operated under the conditions specified for a period of 12 hours
without failure, except the Projector, Sonar and Hydrophone, Sonar which
will be operated for a six-h,ourperiod and the Reeling Machine, Cable,
Hydraulic and Cable Assembly and Reel shall be operated without failure ●
for a total of 24 cycles of normal operation and 3 cycles of emergency
operation. A failure shall be defined as anything which causes mal-
functioning of the equipment. Only those adjustments wil1 be permitted
which can be made by using such controls and adjustments that are
accessible to the operator during normal use of the equipment.

Temperature Ambient room

Humidity Nnbient room

Vibration Any selected frequency within the range of 17
to 30 Hertz (excluding resonant points) to an
amplitude as specified in MIL-E-19400 (AER)
for equipment with vibration isolators removed.

The equipment shal1 be vibrated (without vibration isolators) for a period ‘
of 10 minutes prior to the beginning of the specified period of operation.
Where feasible, the equipment shall be operated during this vibration
period for the purpose of detecting flaws and imperfect workmanship.
Operation within the specified 1imits of satisfactory performance is not
necessarily required during the.vibration period. The direction of
vibration should be vertical to the normal mounting plane for 5 minutes
and lateral to that plane for 5 minutes. Where it is not feasible to
vibrate the equipment in 2 directions, the vertical direction shal1 be used. ●
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● C)uring the specified pried of operation fol lowing the 10-minute vibration
period, the equipment shall be mechanically cycled periodically through
its various ohases of oDeration. Should a failure occur. it should be
repaired and’ the test started” over, except that the 10-minute vibration

period need not be repeated when it is certain the failure was not the

result of the vibration. Should repetitive failures occur, corrective

action shall be taken to eliminate this defect from future equipment.

A record shall be kept of all failures. The burn-in period specified may
be composed of 3-hour periods to conform with standard working hours.

4.4.2 Sampling Tests - Equipments selected for
sampling tests shall first have passed the individual tests. Equipments
shall be selected for sampling tests by the government inspector in
accordance with the following: (Sampling tests shal1 not be conducted
unless Reliability Assurance Tests of 4.4.3 are deleted by contractual
action.)

Quantity of Equipments
Offered for Acceptance

Quantity to be Selected
for Sampling Tests

First 10 O*

Next 50 1

Next 75 1

Next 100 1 for each additional
200 or fraction thereof

*NOTE: If by contract action the Initial Production Test (4.3) is
deleted, then a Sample Test shall be conducted on one equip-
ment from the first 10 produced.

4.4.2.1 Scope of Tests - As a minimum, each equipment
selected for sampling tests shall be subjected to the following tests:

(1)

(2)

Complete operational test at ambient
room conditions, making all necessary
measurements to assure that al1 appli-
cable specification re~~irements have
been met.

Operational test at certain environ-
mental conditions. The conditions may
vary for each equipment tested and
should be based on results of the pre-
production, initial production,
individual, and special tests.
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b.h.3
Assurance Tests

(3) Mantiacturing run-in test specified in
paragraph h .1L.1.3 except that the test
duration shall be 120 hours with no
restriction on the number of failures. ●
However, each failure shall be analyzed
as to cause and remedial action neces -

sary to reduce the possibility of its
recurrence in future equipment.

$

Reliability Assurance Tests - Reliability
shall be conducted using ~L-STD-7&l. Tests as required

by both the @al ificati on Fhase and the-Sampling Phase shall be conducted.

4: L.”3.1 Qualif i-cation Phase - Prior to the acceptance of
equipments cinderthe contract or order, a minimum of three (3) equipments
shall be tested as outlined in MIL-STD-7 81, under the section entitled
“Qualification Phase of Production Reliability Tests. “ The maximum number

of equipments to be used shall be those listed in Table 5 of ~L-STD-781.
For the Qualification Phase, Test Level E sh~l be used. The Accep-

Reject Criteria for Test Plan IV shall be used.

L. b.3.2 Reliability Production Acceptance (Sampling) Phase Tests
The equipment, throughout product ion, shall be tested as outlined in

MIL-STD-781 (as modified herein) under the section entitled “Production
Acceptance (Ssn@ing ) Phase of Production Reliability Tests”. Test level
~ shall be used.

L.)L.3.2.1 All F.quipment Test - Each equipment produced except
those sutmitted for the Reliability @alification Test, shall be tested for
~ hours. Prior to the ~ hour test on each equipment, a burn-in period may
be used at the option of the contractor. If the burn-in period is to be used
the details thereof must be included in the approved test procedures. TO de-
termine whether the MTBF is being met at any time during the contract the
operating test hours and the failures thereon (not counting bum-in failures
or burn-in operating time) shall be totaled and the results compared with the
reject line of Test Plan II of MIL-STD-781. (Extend the line as necessary to
accommodate the data. ) These totals shall accumulate so that at any one time
the experience from the beginning of the contract is included. At the con-
clusion of each month the test results shall be cent to the procuring
activity and to the Naval Air Systems Command, Attention: Avionics Division.
At any time that the current totals of test hours and test failures plotted
on Test Plan 11 curves show a reject situation, the procuring activity shall
be notified. The procuring activity reserves the right to stop the accept-
ance of equipment at smy .ti.rnethat a reject situation exists.pending ? re-
view of the contractor ts efforts to improve the equipment, the equipment
parts, the equipment workmanship, etc., so that the entire compilation will
show other than a reject decision.

●

L.L.3.3 Test Details - The test details such as the length
of the Test Cycle, the length of the heat portion of the cycle, the perform-
ance characteristics to be measured, special failure criteria, preventive
maintenance to be allowed during the test, etc. , shall be part of the test
procedures to be submitted and approved by the procuring activity prior to
the beginning of the Qualification Test Phase of the Reliability Assurance
Tests.
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4.4.4 Special Tests - Special tests shall be con-
ducted on a quantity of equipments for the purpose of checking the effect
of any design or material change on the performance of the equipment and
to assure adequate quality control. The equipment selected for special
tests may be selected from equipments previously subjetted to the sampling
or reliability assurance tests.

4.4.4.1 Special Tests Schedule - Selection of equipments
for special tests shal1 be made as fol1ows:

(1) On an early equipment after an engineering
or material change,

(2) Whenever ,fai1ure reports or other infor-
nsitionindicate additional equipments
should be tested. (This wi11 be deter-
mined by ‘theprocuring activity.)

4.4.4.2 - S ecial tests shall consist of
w“ psuch tests as are approved y t e procuring activity. Test procedures

previously approved for preproduction and,sampling tests shall be used
where applicable. When not applicable the contractor shall prepare a
test procedure and submit it to the procuring activity for approval prior
to conducting the tests.

4.4.5 Equipment Fai1ure - Should a failure occur
during either the sampling reliability assurance or special tests, the
following action shal1 be taken:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Determine the cause of fai1ure.

Determine if the failure is an isolated
case or design defect.

Submit to,the procuring activity for
approval, propmed corrective action
intended to reduce the possibility of
the same failure(s) occurring in
future tests. !WI

i,30-

Where practical, include‘a’””testin the
individual test to check al1 equipment
for this requirement until reasonable
assurance is obtained that the defect
has been ‘satisfactorilycorrected.
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4.5 Life Test - The contractor shall furnish all
samples and shall be responsible for accomplishing the life test. The ●
life test shall be of 300 hours duration on al1 equipment, except the
Reeling Machine, Cable, Hydraulic and Cable Assembly and Reel. These
units shall be operated 1000 cycles, simulating 1000 dips in normal
operation for the life test. The 1ife test shal1 be conducted on equip-
ments that have passed the individual test. The life test shall be
performed under the conditions specified in paragraph 4.5.1. (Equipments
which have successfully passed the Initial Production Test, Sampling
Tests. Reliabilitv Tests. or Soecial Tests mav be selected for life
tests:) When rel{abilit~ test~ are conducted: the life test may be e
omitted if, during the reliability tests, a quantity of equipments equal
to, or more than, that listed below receive at least 300 hours each of
test time.

Quantity of Equipments Quantity to be Selected
Offered for Acceptance for Life Test

First 25 1

Next 175 1

Next 300 1

4.5.1
conducted under the

Temperature

Altitude

Humidity

A.C. Voltage

1 for each additional
500 or fraction thereof

Test Conditions - The life test shall be
following simulated service conditions.

Norma1 room

Normal ground (0-5000 ft.)

Room Ambient

108.5 to 117.5 volts (at lcwest

(

●

4.5.2
or”intermittently.
tion to permit the equ~prnenttemperature to stabilize. Periodically, the
equipment shal1 be turned on and off several times and put through its
various phases of operation.

applicable frequency)

27.0 ~2.O volts

Test Periods - The test
Anv oeriod of ooeration shall

may be run conti,n,uously ~
be of sufficient dura-

4.5.3 Performance Check - At approximately 8-hour
intervals during the tests a limited performance check shall be made.
The performance check proposed by the contractor shall be subject to
approval by the procuring activity. ●
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:0 4.5.4 Test Data - The contractor shall keep a daily
record of the performance of the equipment, making particular note of
any deficiencies or failures. In the event of Dart fai1ures.,the defec-
ti~e part shall be replaced and”the operation resumed for the balance of

I the test period. A record shall be kept of al1 failures throughout the
test, including all tube failures. This record shall indicate the
foll~ing: -

(1)

- (2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Part type number

The circuit reference symbol number

The part function

Name of the manufacturer

Nature of the fai1ure

The number of hours which the part
operated prior to failure

4.5.4.1
~ -‘n ‘he ‘veltr$;~;l;te~ethegovernment inspector shall e notnfled lnnmedlately.

submitted to the procuring activity upon completion of the test. In this

●
report, the contractor shal1..propose suitable and adequate design or
material corrections for al1 failures which occurred. The procuring
activity wi11 review such proposals and determine whether they are
acceptable.

4.6 Test Procedures - The procedures used for
conducting preproduction tests, acceptance tests and life tests shal1
be prepared by the contractor and submitted to the procuring activity
for reviw and approval. The right is reserved by the procuring
activity or the government inspector to modify the tests or require any
additional tests deemed necessary to determine compliance with the re-
quirements of this specification or the contract. Specification
MIL-T-18303 shall be used as a guide for preparation of test procedures.
When approved test procedures are avai1able from previous contracts,
such procedures wi11 be provided and may be used when their use is
approved by the procuring activity. Hwever, the right is reserved by
the procuring activity to require modification of such procedures,
including additional tests, when deemed necessary.

4.7 Reconditioning of Tested Equipment - Equipment
which has been subjected to acceptance and life tests shall be recon-
ditioned by the contractor by replacing all wear or damaged items. After
reworking, the contractor shall resubmit the equipment for acceptance.
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4.8 Presubmission Testinq - No item, part or
ccmplete equipment shal1 be submitted by the contractor until it has
been previously tested and inspected by the contractor and found to
comply, to the best of his knowledge and belief, with all applicable
requirements.

4.9 Rejection and Retest - Equipment which has been
rejected may be reworked o~d to correct the defects
and resubmitted for acceptance. Before resubmittal, ful1 particulars
concerning previous rejection and the action taken to correct the defects
found in the original shal1 be furnished the government inspector.

5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

5.1 General - All major units and parts of the

equipment shal 1 be preserved, packaged, packed and marked for the level
of shipment specified in the contract or order in accordance with ,speci-
fications MIL-E-17555 and MIL-STD-794.

I 6. NOTES

I 6.1 Intended Use - The equipment covered by this
swcification is intended for lnstallation and ooeration in an ASW

~ helicopter and shall be utilized while airborne ~o detect, locate, track,
and conmwnicate with submerged objects in the vicinity of the imnersed

I
transducer.

.,,.

6.2 Ordering Data - Purchasers should exercise any
desired options offered he~curement documents should specify
the following:

(1) Title, number, and date of this
specification.

(2) Selection of applicable levels of
packaging and packing (see 5.1).

6.3 Precedence of Documents - When the requirements
of the ,contract,this specification, or aml icable subsidiary sDecifica-

I tions are in conflict, ihe fol lowing precedence shal 1 apply:-

(1,) Contract - The contract shall have
precedence over any specification.

(2) This Specification - This specification
shal1 have precedence over al1 appli-
cable subsidiary specifications. Any
deviation from this specification, or
from subsidiary specifications where
applicable, shall be specifically
approved in writing by the procuring
activity.
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● (3) Referenced Specifications - Any refer-
enced specification shal1 have preced-
ence over all applicable subsidiary
specifications referenced therein.
All referenced specifications shal1
apply to the extent specified.

6.4 Performance Objectives - Minimum size and
weight, simplicity of operation, ease of maintenance, and an improvement
in the performance and reliabi1ity of the specified functions beyond the

9 requirements of this specification are objectives which shall be con-
sidered in the production of this equipment. Where it appears a substan-
tial reduction in size and weight or improvement in simplicity of design,

~ performance, ease of maintenance or reliability wi11 result from the use
of materials, parts and processes other than those specified in Speci-
fication MIL-E-5400, it is desired their use be investigated. When in-
vestigateon shows advantages can be realized, a request for approval
shal1 be submitted to the procuring activity for consideration. Each
request shal1 be accompanied by complete supporting information.

6.5 Non-Repairable’Subassemblyies - As a genera1
rule non-repairable subassemblyies should be encapsulated or hermetically
sealed. The number of connections internal to the subassembly should
be held to a minimum. Detail parts tolerances and ratings should be so

●
selected that the 1ife of the subassemblyy is greater than that of a
similar repairable one. With few exceptions (such as high voltage power
supplies), the non-repairable subassemblyy should evidence a Mean-Time-
to-Fai1ure greater than ‘5000hours, and for many applications this
figure must be nearer 50,000 hours.

6.6 The parentheses (*), when used in the type
designation, will be deleted or replaced by either a number or letter
furnished by the procuring activity upon,application by the contractor
for assignment of nomenclature in accordance with 3.3.8. The complete
type number shal1 be used on nameplates, shipping records and instruction
books, as applicable.

6.7 Asterisk - In specification revisions and
superseding amendments an asterisk “*” preceding a paragraph number
denotes paragraphs in which changes have been made from the previous
issue. This has been done as a convenience only and the government: assumes no liability whatsoever for any inaccuracies in these notations.
Bidders and contractors are cautioned to”evaluate the requirements of
this document based on the entire content as written, irespective of
the asterisk notations and relationship to the last previous issue.
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*6.8 Associated Equipment -

(1) Hand Key

(2) Headset

(3) Drift Meters (2 axis) quantity 3
(100-0-100 microampere )

(4) Voice Comm. Selector Switch

(5) Intermediate Speed Valve
Selector Switch

(6; Gui11otine Switch

(7) Funnel, Upper

(8) Funnel, Lwer

●

project No. 58zJ-N046
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—_
IRGAN12ATION

:IT=Y &ND sTA’rE CO NT RAC.T N“!.48Em

lii T”k R,AL PRO CUREO UNDER A

“~ 0,..., GOVERNMENT CONTRACT O SUBCONTRACT

. HAS ANY PART OF THE SPECIFICATION CR EATEO PROBLEMS OR REQUIREO INTERPRETATION IN PROCURE.
MENT uSE?

A. GIVE PARAGRAPH NUMBER ANO WORDING.

“0. REc0h4MEN04Tt0Ns FOR cOfi REc71NG THE DE FIC*ENC8ES

●

!. COMMENTS ON ANY SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENT CONSIDERED TOO F71GI0

. 1.9THE SPECIFICATION RESTRICTIVE?

p. a NO f?f ,ey.. *,, /.’+ way?)

. REMARKS (Attachanypertinentdafawhichmay be ofuse In i,mp.avint thisspecilic,ation.1(th.:es. .c?.,:tlo-alpap.ta,
efta.h10fwfnendplacebolh,ln.nenvelopeaddr.as.d topreparin#.yctlvlty)

[

TED ev (PrimedorIyped nmm.a andectivity-Optinal) 9ATC

]D FORM ~/f*>& REPLACES EDITION OF toCT b. WHICH MAv BE “$EO.
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